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1 Summary 

The Shotgun Gold Project is located in southwestern Alaska approximately 150 km north of 

Dillingham, 190 km west of Iliamna and 190 km south of the Donlin Gold Project within the 

Taylor Mountains 1:250,000 scale quadrangle. The Shotgun property consists of 108 claims 

located on Alaska State land within the Kuskokwim and Bristol Bay Recording Districts in 

two separate claim blocks; Shotgun Ridge and Winchester. The aggregate area covered by all 

claims is 6,993 hectares (17,280 acres). The area is very sparsely populated, at an elevation 

from 200 to 1000 meters above sea level and vegetated with low-ground cover plants. 

Temporary camp facilities are tents on wooded platforms and the property can only be 

accessed via light planes and helicopters.  

Since 2008, the date of the last NI 43-101 report on the project (Harrop, 2008), TNR Gold 

Corp. has acquired 100% ownership of the Shotgun Gold Project from joint venture partners, 

NovaGold. 

The main target of exploration on the Shotgun Project is an intrusion related gold system in 

the western extent of the Tintina gold province, Alaska. The Shotgun Ridge prospect gold 

mineralization is associated with latest Cretaceous-aged hypabbysal intrusive rocks 

emplaced into Kuskokwim Group sediments. Prospect scale mineralization is interpreted as 

forming within a compressional environment evidenced by northeast oriented right lateral 

strike slip faulting and open folding with northwest oriented axes.  At the Shotgun Ridge 

prospect, northwest oriented dilatational jogs or relay zones host mineralized quartz breccias. 

The regional geology, the age of magmatic activity, the style of mineralization indicates 

similarities between Shotgun and other gold-rich mineral systems notably the giant Donlin 

deposit. 

In 2011 and 2012 TNR Gold Corp. collected 3D IP resistivity and chargeability geophysical 

surveys over portions of the Shotgun Ridge and Winchester claim blocks. In July 2012, a 

drill rig and support crew was mobilized to the project and three drill holes totaling 814.20 m 

of NQ2 drill core meters were completed at Shotgun Ridge.  

TNR Gold Corp. commissioned Sisyphus Consulting with Geovector Management to 

complete a resource estimate and technical report on the Shotgun Gold Project upon 

completion of the diamond drill program in 2012.  Sisyphus Consulting visited the project 

August 5th to 9th, 2012 while active drilling was ongoing. The purpose of the site visit was 

to sample  historic drill core for addition independent check assay samples, witness the 

current sampling, collect density measurements of core samples, assess logistical aspects and 

other constraints relating to conducting exploration work in this area. After the site visit a 

computer database was compiled of all extant drill and assay data from drill programs 

completed between 1984 and 2012 and a series of routine verifications performed to ensure 

the reliability of the electronic data provided. This database was provided to Geovector 

Management for the purposes of providing a resource model on the Shotgun Ridge area only.  

The resource estimates presented in this report were first reported in a news release issued on 

April 22nd, 2013 (filed on SEDAR), wherein TNR reported an Inferred Resource of 

20,734,313 tonnes at 1.06 grams per tonne ("g/t") for a total of 705,960 ounces gold ("Au") 

using a 0.5 g/t Au cut-off grade. Mineralization as defined by the wireframe mineralized 

shell extends for approximately 360 metres trending 55°, and from surface to a depth of up to 

240 metres. Mineralization remains open at depth. 
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At present there is a good correlation between zones of high resistivity obtained by 3D IP 

surveys conducted over Shotgun Ridge and drill assay results, suggesting a viable 

exploration tool to identify drill targets for zones of additional mineralization. At present 

multiple targets exist adjacent to the core mineral resource model that remains to be drill 

tested.   

Sisyphus Consulting concludes that TNR Gold Corp’s Shotgun Gold Project represents a 

promising advanced-stage exploration project in southwest Alaska. The conservative 

approach used to define the first resource model together with the number of untested 

geophysical targets in close proximity to the Shotgun Ridge mineralized area and the 

development of a coherent structural geology – mineralization model suggest there is an 

excellent potential for addition resources to be added with further drilling. 

Recommendations for continuing exploration efforts at the Shotgun project should be 

focused on resource expansion and the testing of targets defined by existing geophysical 

surveys. Geophysics has proven to be an effective tool in identifying structures that host 

mineralization. Geophysical surveys, geochemical sampling and geological studies should be 

continued and expanded. Community engagement and baseline environmental studies should 

be undertaken and maintained throughout the exploration stages. Drilling should be carried 

out in two phases whereby the first phase will involve a single rig. The decision to add a 

second rig should follow expansion of the camp facilities and successful drill results from the 

untested geophysical targets. 

Sisyphus Consulting has reviewed a Phase 1 exploration program totalling $ 4,175,000 and 

summarized in Table 11 as a budget that is adequate and appropriate for the proposed work. 

This technical report complies with disclosure and reporting requirements set forth in 

National Instrument 43-101 Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects, Companion Policy 

43-101CP, and Form 43-101F. 
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2 Introduction 

The Shotgun Gold Project is an advanced-stage exploration program located in southwestern 

Alaska approximately 150 km north of Dillingham (Figure 1) and is currently 100% owned 

by TNR Gold Corp, “the Issuer”.  

 

Figure 1: Shotgun Gold Project Location. 

 

At present 108 claims cover an area of 6,993 hectares (17,280 acres). The claims are divided 

into two blocks. The Winchester claims lie south of the King Salmon River and total 22 

claims. The northern claim block was expanded in January 2013 to include 66 new claims to 

the north and west of the original 42 claims of Shotgun Ridge, and include the Shot and King 

prospects, totaling 86 claims (Figure 3). 

Two previous Technical Reports exist for the project. The first was prepared by Avalon 

Development Corporation (Freeman, 2004) for both NovaGold and TNR Gold Corp. and 

focused exclusively on the Shotgun Ridge prospect. The second report (Harrop, 2008) 

summarized results from the 2004 to 2006 exploration seasons and focuses primarily on the 

prospects in the larger expanded property blocks.  
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2.1 Terms of Reference 

The primary author of this report is Nicholas Van Wyck, Ph.D. CPG, who is a Professional 

Geologist with 20 years of mineral exploration experience. TNR Gold Corp. commissioned 

Dr. Nicholas Van Wyck to prepare the following report under the NI 43-101 reporting 

standards with the resource estimate to be prepared by Geovector Management Inc.  The 

authors, Dr. Nicholas Van Wyck and Dr. Allan Armitage are independent consultants and 

Qualified Persons (QP) for the purposes of this report. Dr. Van Wyck is responsible for all 

sections except the resource modeling, which is the sole responsibility of Dr. Armitage. 

2.2 Purpose of Report 

The purpose of this report is to compile activities on the property since the last NI 43-101 

report completed in 2008, to provide an independent resource estimate on the Shotgun Ridge 

deposit and recommendations for future work.  This report conforms to the guidelines set out 

by the National Instrument 43-101 for the disclosure of technical information regarding 

mineral projects owned by publically traded Canadian companies. 

2.3 Sources of Information 

Information for this report was provided to the authors by TNR and consists of data 

generated by ongoing exploration by TNR and historical data maintained by TNR from 

previous owners. All the data files that were reviewed for the report were provided by TNR 

in digital format, and access to paper reports and logs was granted when requested.  TNR 

made its own work available and compiled historical work conducted by previous operators 

on the project. Also included in this report are personal observations made by Dr. Van Wyck 

in the course of field visits and on general geologic information available to the public 

through peer review journals, publications by the U.S. Geological Survey, and agencies of 

the State of Alaska. 

A complete list of the reports and source documents used in the preparation of this report are 

cited in Section 19 References.  

2.4 Field Examination 

Dr. Van Wyck visited the project from August 5 to 9
th
, 2012 to observe TNR drilling and 

sampling procedures, to instruct TNR geologist in the collection of specific gravity 

measurements and in the independent collection of a suite of check samples from the historic 

core collection for data verification purposes. 

Dr. Armitage has not visited the property. 

2.5 Units and Abbreviations 

All technical terms of reference regarding the terms resources, reserves or mineralization 

used in this report conform to the standards of practice published by the Canadian Institute of 

Mining Metallurgy and Petroleum. All geological terms used are in standard use within the 

geological consulting profession in Canada and the U.S.A.  This report uses metric units 

whenever possible and falls back to imperial measure when it is necessary to preserve 
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historical context.  All references to dollars are in U.S. Dollars unless otherwise indicated. 

Other abbreviations are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: List of Abbreviations 

Abbreviation Definition 

Ar Argon 

Ag Silver 

Au Gold 

Bi Bismuth 

NQ NQ drill core = 47.6 mm inside diameter  

ºC Degrees Celsius   

CO2 Carbon dioxide 

Cu Copper 

CV Coefficient of Variation 

DDH Diamond Drill Hole 

g/t or gpt Grams per Tonne - Synonymous with ppm 

g Grams 

ICP - AES Inductively Coupled Plasma - Atomic Emission Spectra 

K Potassium 

kbar Kilobars (a unit of pressure) 

m Meters 

Ma Million Years 

m.d.l. Minimum Detection Limit 

MTRSC Meridian-Township-Range-Section-Quarter Section; the grid on which Alaska bases its 

mining claims 

Mo Molybdenum 

Moz Million Ounces 

NI 43-101 National Instrument 43-101 

opt Troy Ounces per Ton  

ppb Parts per Billion 

ppm Parts per Million 

QA/QC Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

SHIC Shotgun Hills Intrusive Complex 

Te Tellurium 

TNR TNR Gold Corp. 

UTM Universal Transverse Mercator Geographic Coordinate System (type of map projection) 

X, Y, Z Cartesian Coordinates; “Easting”, “Northing”, and “Elevation” 
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3 Reliance on Other Experts 

The authors have relied heavily on, and reviewed material and information supplied by TNR 

that includes both exploration work directed by TNR and historical work with associated 

private data performed in the late 1990s.   

TNR supplied the information regarding property ownership and permitting.  The authors 

have not made any attempt to verify the legal status and ownership of the Shotgun property, 

nor are they qualified to do so and have not made any attempt to verify the permitting status 

of the property.  The authors have relied upon TNR statements that the claims are in good 

standing and that the project has been adequately permitted for the work carried out to date. 

 

4 Property Description and Location 

4.1 Area and Location 

The Shotgun Gold Project is located in UTM Zone 4 between 543300 m and 553400 m East, 

6678600 m and 6700500 m North (NAD83) in southwestern Alaska approximately 150 km 

north of Dillingham, 190 km west of Iliamna and 190 km south of the Donlin Gold Project 

(Figure 1). The Project lies entirely within the Taylor Mountains 1:250,000 scale quadrangle, 

and resides mostly within the Bristol Bay Recording District and some northern claims 

within the Kuskokwim Recording District with some claims straddling the boundary (Figure 

3). 

The aggregate area of the 108 claims is 6,993 hectares (17,280 acres). This area forms two 

groups of continuous claims. One covers the Winchester prospects in the south, while the 

other group covers the remaining prospects in the north Shotgun/Mose, Shot and King 

(Figure 3). 

The closest edge of Wood Tikchik State Park is over 13 km to the southwest of Shotgun 

Ridge and 1.5 km east of the western edge of the Winchester claims (Figure 2). There are 

currently no encumbrances regarding the protected area and the current exploration 

activities. Wood Tikchik State Park is the largest State Park in the USA with 1.6 million 

acres of park which are only accessible by air. Commercial sport fishing lodges operate on 

private land within the park. The closest lodge is 35 km to the south of the Winchester 

prospect. 
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Figure 2: Shotgun Gold Project Location, Access, and Infrastructure. 

 

4.2 Claims and Agreements 

The northern claim block consists of the Shotgun, Shot and King claims. The southern block 

consists entirely of the Win (Winchester) claims. In January 2013 TNR converted the smaller 

traditionally Mose claims on Shotgun Ridge into larger MTRSC claims, as well as staking 

new claims that significantly expanding the land position. Table 2 and Figure 3 summarized 

the currently active claims at the time of writing. The sixteen core claims are subject to an 

agreement discussed further below are bolded in Table 2.   
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Figure 3: Shotgun Gold Project Claims. 
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Table 2: Active Claims on Shotgun Gold Property.  

Name ADL Number Meridian Township Range Section Quarter Section Owner BB K 

WIN 3 644576 Seward 2N 51W 23 SW TNR xx 

 WIN 4 644577 Seward 2N 51W 23 SE TNR xx 

 WIN 8 644581 Seward 2N 51W 24 NW TNR xx 

 WIN 9 644582 Seward 2N 51W 23 NE TNR xx 

 WIN 10 644583 Seward 2N 51W 23 NW TNR xx 

 WIN 11 644584 Seward 2N 51W 22 NE TNR xx 

 WIN 12 644585 Seward 2N 51W 22 NW TNR xx 

 WIN 17 644590 Seward 2N 51W 18 SW TNR xx 

 WIN 18 644591 Seward 2N 51W 18 SE TNR xx 

 WIN 19 644592 Seward 2N 51W 17 SW TNR xx 

 WIN 20 644593 Seward 2N 51W 17 SE TNR xx 

 WIN 21 644594 Seward 2N 51W 16 SW TNR xx 

 WIN 22 644595 Seward 2N 51W 16 SE TNR xx 

 WIN 23 644596 Seward 2N 51W 15 SW TNR xx 

 WIN 24 644597 Seward 2N 51W 15 SE TNR xx 

 WIN 25 644598 Seward 2N 51W 14 SW TNR xx 

 WIN 26 644599 Seward 2N 51W 14 SE TNR xx 

 WIN 32 644605 Seward 2N 51W 14 NW TNR xx 

 WIN 33 644606 Seward 2N 51W 15 NE TNR xx 

 WIN 34 644607 Seward 2N 51W 15 NW TNR xx 

 WIN 38 644611 Seward 2N 51W 17 NW TNR xx 

 WIN 39 644612 Seward 2N 51W 18 NE TNR xx 

 SHOT 2 644619 Seward 3N 51W 28 NW TNR xx 

 SHOT 3 644620 Seward 3N 51W 28 NE TNR xx 

 SHOT 6 644623 Seward 3N 51W 21 SE TNR xx 

 SHOT 7 644624 Seward 3N 51W 21 SW TNR xx 

 SHOT 10 644627 Seward 3N 51W 21 NW TNR xx 

 SHOT 11 644628 Seward 3N 51W 21 NE TNR xx 

 SHOT 12 644629 Seward 3N 51W 22 NW TNR xx 

 SHOT 15 644632 Seward 3N 51W 16 SW TNR xx 

 SHOT 17 644634 Seward 3N 51W 16 NW TNR xx 

 SHOT 20 644637 Seward 3N 51W 9 SW TNR xx 

 SHOT 24 644641 Seward 3N 51W 8 NE TNR xx 

 SHOT 25 644642 Seward 3N 51W 9 NW TNR xx 

 SHOT 28 644645 Seward 3N 51W 4 SW TNR xx xx 

SHOT 29 644646 Seward 3N 51W 5 SE TNR xx xx 

SHOT 32 644649 Seward 3N 51W 5 NE TNR 

 

xx 

SHOT 33 644650 Seward 3N 51W 4 NW TNR xx xx 
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SHOT 34 644651 Seward 3N 51W 4 NE TNR xx 

 SHOT 35 644652 Seward 4N 51W 33 SE TNR xx 

 KING 2 645879 Seward 3N 51W 28 SW TNR xx 

 KING 3 645880 Seward 3N 51W 28 SE TNR xx 

 SHOTGUN 1 716496 Seward 4N 51W 14 SW Bristol xx xx 

SHOTGUN 2 716497 Seward 4N 51W 14 SE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 3 716498 Seward 4N 51W 13 SW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 4 716499 Seward 4N 51W 13 SE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 5 716500 Seward 4N 50W 18 SW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 6 716501 Seward 4N 51W 20 NE Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 7 716502 Seward 4N 51W 21 NW Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 8 716503 Seward 4N 51W 21 NE Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 9 716504 Seward 4N 51W 22 NW Bristol xx xx 

SHOTGUN 10 716505 Seward 4N 51W 22 NE Bristol xx xx 

SHOTGUN 11 716506 Seward 4N 51W 23 NW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 12 716507 Seward 4N 51W 23 NE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 13 716508 Seward 4N 51W 24 NW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 14 716509 Seward 4N 51W 24 NE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 15 716510 Seward 4N 50W 19 NW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 16 716511 Seward 4N 51W 20 SW Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 17 716512 Seward 4N 51W 20 SE Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 18 716513 Seward 4N 51W 21 SW Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 19 716514 Seward 4N 51W 21 SE Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 20 716515 Seward 4N 51W 22 SW Bristol xx xx 

SHOTGUN 21 716516 Seward 4N 51W 22 SE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 22 716517 Seward 4N 51W 23 SW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 23 716518 Seward 4N 51W 23 SE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 24 716519 Seward 4N 51W 24 SW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 25 716520 Seward 4N 51W 24 SE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 26 716521 Seward 4N 50W 19 SW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 27 716522 Seward 4N 51W 29 NW Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 28 716523 Seward 4N 51W 29 NE Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 29 716524 Seward 4N 51W 28 NW Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 30 716525 Seward 4N 51W 28 NE Bristol xx xx 

SHOTGUN 31 716526 Seward 4N 51W 27 NW Bristol xx xx 

SHOTGUN 32 716527 Seward 4N 51W 27 NE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 33 716528 Seward 4N 51W 26 NW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 34 716529 Seward 4N 51W 26 NE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 35 716530 Seward 4N 51W 29 SW Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 36 716531 Seward 4N 51W 29 SE Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 37 716532 Seward 4N 51W 28 SW Bristol xx xx 
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SHOTGUN 38 716533 Seward 4N 51W 28 SE Bristol xx xx 

SHOTGUN 39 716534 Seward 4N 51W 27 SW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 40 716535 Seward 4N 51W 27 SE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 41 716536 Seward 4N 51W 26 SW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 42 716537 Seward 4N 51W 26 SE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 43 716538 Seward 4N 51W 32 NW Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 44 716539 Seward 4N 51W 32 NE Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 45 716540 Seward 4N 51W 33 NW Bristol xx xx 

SHOTGUN 46 716541 Seward 4N 51W 33 NE Bristol xx xx 

SHOTGUN 47 716542 Seward 4N 51W 34 NW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 48 716543 Seward 4N 51W 34 NE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 49 716544 Seward 4N 51W 35 NW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 50 716545 Seward 4N 51W 35 NE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 51 716546 Seward 4N 51W 36 NW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 52 716547 Seward 4N 51W 32 SW Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 53 716548 Seward 4N 51W 32 SE Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 54 716549 Seward 4N 51W 33 SW Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 55 716550 Seward 4N 51W 34 SW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 56 716551 Seward 4N 51W 34 SE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 57 716552 Seward 4N 51W 35 SW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 58 716553 Seward 4N 51W 35 SE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 59 716554 Seward 4N 51W 36 SW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 60 716555 Seward 3N 51W 5 NW Bristol 

 

xx 

SHOTGUN 61 716556 Seward 3N 51W 3 NW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 62 716557 Seward 3N 51W 3 NE Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 63 716558 Seward 3N 51W 5 SW Bristol xx xx 

SHOTGUN 64 716559 Seward 3N 51W 8 NW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 65 716560 Seward 3N 51W 8 SW Bristol xx 

 SHOTGUN 66 716561 Seward 3N 51W 8 SE Bristol xx 

 The last two columns indicate which recording district the claim lies within, BB denotes 

Bristol Bay and K denotes Kuskokwim Recording Districts. Some claims straddle the 

boundary and must be recorded in both districts. Owner abbreviations are TNR for TNR 

Gold Corp. and Bristol for Bristol Exploration Co. Inc. (a U.S. subsidiary of TNR Gold 

Corp.). The sixteen bolded claims are subject to an agreement discussed below. 

 

The sixteen converted MTRSC Shotgun claims incorporated 54 smaller core Mose claims 

originally staked by Cominco American Inc. (a subsidiary of Teck) and NovaGold, they are 

shown cross-hatched in Figure 3. All these core claims are subject to an underlying 5% net 

proceeds interest payable to Cominco, and the representative converted Shotgun claims are 

bolded in Table 2. On February 18
th
, 2002 NovaGold and TNR entered into an option 

agreement, which required TNR to fund further exploration in exchange for an agreed 

interest in the property. By the end of June 2006, TNR completed their required expenditure 

and was vested in at a 50% interest in the Shotgun property. On August 16
th
, 2006 TNR and 
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NovaGold agreed to continue the exploration program on the Shotgun property with each 

participant contributing 50% 

On September 2010, TNR Gold Corp. announced that they had reached an agreement with 

NovaGold Resources Inc. whereby TNR would acquire 100% undivided ownership interest 

in the Shotgun Gold Project for 6,000,000 shares and 3,000,000 warrants of TNR. NovaGold 

retained an additional 2% Net Smelter Returns on the 54 claims (now converted to sixteen 

Shotgun MTRSC claims) purchasable for $5,000,000. 

On November 29
th
, 2011 a TNR press release announced a bridge loan of $1,000,000 due 

and payable on or before November 30
th
, 2012 secured by a promissory note, general 

security agreement and deed of trust over the Company’s mining claims in Alaska. On May 

31
st
, 2012 another press release from TNR announced a $3,500,000 loan to provide funds for 

the Company to conduct drilling and other exploration work on its Shotgun Gold Project 

located in Alaska. The loan is due and payable on or before May 31
st
, 2015. 

The remaining 92 claims are held wholly by TNR Gold Corp and are not subject to any 

underlying agreements with previous claim holders, and as such the potential consequences 

of a discovery on those claims would accrue differently to TNR shareholders. 

A state tax known as Annual Claim Rental is payable by November 30
th

 each year for State 

Mining Claims.  The annual amount is based on the size of the claims and the time since 

staking, with fees increasing with time in a stepwise manner. Rental due on all the current 

Shotgun project claims on November 30
th
, 2013 will be $29,640 maximum.   

Each year following the year of staking a minimum amount of eligible work must be 

performed on the claims and reported in an affidavit by November 30
th
, or paid as cash in 

lieu of work by August 31
st
.  In addition to the rental fees, the combined claims will have an 

annual work commitment of $43,200.  Work in excess of the annual requirement may be 

banked for up to four years and used as credit toward annual work commitments.  Credit 

banked during the TNR drilling program in 2005 and 2006 ended August 2010, but 

subsequent expl+oration to August 2012 on the Winchester claims has accumulated credit of 

$362,731 that can be carried forward to 2016. The minimum annual work commitment on 

the Winchester claims is $8,800 per year. The northern claim block by the end of 2012, had a 

work credit of $46,408 remains usable through to 2015 and $1,022,224 remains usable 

through to 2016. In 2013 the minimum annual work commitment on the northern claim 

block will be $20,000 for the newly staked claims. All claims are currently in good standing 

and are categorized as state mining claims. 

4.2.1 Claim and Prospect Names 

During the numerous changes in ownership, and over time several names have evolved.  This 

section attempts to clarify. The original Cominco and NovaGold claims were named Mose; 

derive from the widespread anastomosing quartz veining associated with mineralization. The 

Mose claims formed the core claims on Shotgun Ridge and in January 2013, upon 

modernization to MTRSC claims, were converted and renamed Shotgun. References in the 

literature to the Shotgun deposit (c.f. Flannigan and others, 2000) all refer to the original 

Mose or Shotgun Ridge prospect. TNR uses the Shotgun Gold Project to encompass all 

claims listed in Table 2 and depicted in Figure 3, including Winchester to the south in a 

separate non-contiguous group of claims.  There is a named Shot prospect located south of 

Shotgun Ridge, and further to the south and contiguous are the King claims, named for the 

nearby King Salmon River.  
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4.3 Environmental Liabilities 

There are no known environmental liabilities associated with the property. 

4.4 Permits 

At the time of writing, several permits were required for mineral exploration and camp use in 

Alaska. In 2012, TNR applied for and received the required permits through the Multi-

Agency Permit Application for Hardrock Exploration (AHEA A125499) at the Shotgun Gold 

Project, issued by the Department of Natural Resources. With this document the required 

agencies were contacted and distributed an application for permits required to conduct 

exploration, it cost $150 per exploration year.  The permits that were required and received 

are a Miscellaneous Land Use Permit (A125499) from the State of Alaska, Department of 

Natural Resources, Division of Mining, Land and Water, for a Miscellaneous Land Use 

Permit for Hardrock Exploration and Reclamation. A Temporary Water Use Authorization 

(TWUP F2012-275) from the State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Division of 

Mining, Land and Water for water use in exploration activities. A Fish Habitat Permit (FH 

12-II-0164) from the State of Alaska, Department of Fish and Game, Division of Habitat 

Permitting, for a water withdrawal permit. An exploration camp permit from the Alaska 

Department of Environmental Conservation for use of the existing Shotgun Camp, and a 

Camp Water Supply Permit from the Alaska Department of Health.    

  

 

5 Accessibility, Climate, Local Resources, Infrastructure and 

Physiography 

5.1 Topography, Elevation and Vegetation 

Elevations within the area range from 200 m in the 

major river valleys to peaks with elevations of 830 

m (Winchester prospect), 800 to 850 m (Shotgun 

Ridge area), 767 m (Shot prospect) and 708 m 

(King prospect). In the poorly drained bottomlands 

and along river meanders, a variety of deciduous 

trees such as Alder (Alnus), Willow (Salix) and 

Balsam Poplar (Populus Balsamnifera) are found. 

In the lowlands, away from the scrub brush, the 

ground tends to be tussocky taiga which combined 

with the scrub slows traverses of these areas. Figure 

4 is a photograph typical of the more mountainous 

terrain in the area, and is taken from the peak of 

Shotgun Ridge looking northeast. A moderate 

distance up-slope, and for the majority of the 

prospects, travel by foot is good across talus and 

Figure 4: Shotgun Area Landscape.  

Photo taken from Shotgun Ridge 

looking northeast. 
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alpine tundra. Many of the vegetated slopes and ridge tops have good crops of berries 

including blueberries, low-bush cranberries, crow berries and cloudberries. Animals in the 

area include ground squirrels and mice, black bears and brown bears, moose, caribou, wolves 

and foxes. 

5.2 Climate and Length of Operating Season 

The Shotgun area is influenced by both continental and maritime weather systems. Summers 

at Shotgun are moderated by the Bearing Sea, which generates mild summer temperatures, 

clouds and higher precipitation. The closest weather station to Shotgun is Koliganek (85 km 

to the south) which records the coldest and warmest months as January (-17 to -7ºC) and July 

(7 to 17ºC) respectively.  

Precipitation is typically low in January through April with a peak in August (76 mm) 

followed by September (69 mm). While individual years can vary, the exploration season at 

Shotgun cannot reasonably be expected to start before early June or finish later than early 

October. Weather conditions in September may reduce productivity to the point where it is 

no longer effective. With higher precipitation in the summer and cooler temperatures, fog 

forms in the early morning that can persist for hours to days and can hinder air travel.  

Shotgun Hills and Shotgun camp are open and frequently windy. The prevailing winds are 

from the south-southeast however the ridges create complex local wind patterns which 

necessitate the use of pilots experienced in mountain flying. Weather reports from 

Dillingham and Koliganek are typically a good indication of what may be expected at 

Shotgun.  

Significant snow drifts along the lee side of ridges, north slopes and in draws can still exist 

well into June, which can hamper mapping and sampling. Snow drifts in the vicinity of the 

camp site can complicate mobilization and camp construction in late May.  

5.3 Accessibility and Transportation to the Property 

Access to Shotgun area is primarily by helicopter, although a few light aircraft have landed 

on the 200 m long flat-top ridge just above camp. Another flat-top ridge about 15 km south-

southeast of Shotgun camp has been used for landing a single engine DHC Otter and Cessna 

207. This unimproved strip with approximately 300 m of usable length, known as “10 Mile 

Strip” and can be used from when the ground is dry enough to permit the Otter to land by 

midsummer, to when weather prevents access in the fall. The closest strip with scheduled 

flights is at Koliganek, about 85 km southwest of camp. Access to Koliganek is by scheduled 

flights and charters from Dillingham. Figure 2 highlights the location of airstrips, roads and 

rivers in the area. When river conditions permit, commercial barge services are used to bring 

heavy cargo into Koliganek. In addition to Dillingham, Iliamna, 190 km east of Shotgun, 

also has good paved runways and regular freight services.  

For smaller operations when it is not practical to open the camp at Shotgun, several bed and 

breakfast services can be found in Koliganek, New Stuyahok (110 km south), and Ekwok 

(120 km south) (Figure 2). When in operation, Shotgun camp has comfortably supported a 

12 to 20 person crew. The camp consists of weather haven aluminum frame tents with 

plywood floors, diesel stoves for heat, full kitchen, dry tent, hot showers, satellite internet, 

telephone communications, core shack, office, tool shed, etc. Figure 5 shows the aerial extent 
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of Shotgun camp. Tents and frames are taken down for the winter. Water is local and in good 

supply.  

Fuel and supply staging was done through a combination of Koliganek, Ekwork, and “10 

Mile Strip.” Drill mobilization was done through a combination of Iliamna, Koliganek and 

Dillingham using scheduled freight services with DC-6, Bell 204 and Shorts Sherpa charter 

aircraft. Helicopter support has included Robinson R44s, MD 500s, and an AStar B3 for 

daily crew movements and light to moderate lift. Cargo only rated Bell 204s and Eurocopter 

AS350s were used for heavier lift requirements (drill moves) and when volume (such as 

camp mobilization and initial fuel shipments) warranted. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Aerial Extent of the Shotgun Camp 

 

5.4 Infrastructure Availability and Sources 

The Shotgun Gold project is located in a remote portion of the State of Alaska (Figure 1). 

There are no accessible public power utilities, and at present all fuel must be transported 

directly to the project area. There is a limited supply of skilled and unskilled labor in the 

nearby communities. Miners and support staff are present within Alaska, and as Alaska hosts 

several larger projects in development stages, in-state expertise is available.   
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6 History 

The history prior to 2008 is well summarized in Harrop (2008), from which the following 

information was extracted. 

 Early 1980’s: Cominco American targeted the Shotgun prospect area due to multi-element 

stream sediment anomalies detected in regional surveys conducted by the U.S. Geological 

Survey. Cominco American and Enstar Resources Corp. formed a joint venture to conduct 

regional tin exploration in order to follow-up on U.S. Geological Survey results.   

 1983: What is now known as the Shotgun Ridge prospect was discovered during follow-up 

of stream sediment samples. The prospect was originally called “Mose” after the 

anastomosing quartz veins found at the discovery outcrop. Cominco subsequently completed 

grid rock sampling and mapping, and identified a large area of surface rubble-crop 

containing >500 ppb gold.  

 1984: 154 m (507 feet) of diamond drilling was completed in four shallow (less than 65 m) 

holes within an area of >1,000 ppb gold in rock. Grid-based litho-geochemical sampling 

expanded the area sampled to 396 m (1,300 feet) by 274 m (900 feet), and geological 

mapping was conducted over the area.  

 1988: Cominco completed 92 m (303 feet) of diamond drilling in two holes. The drill 

program was designed to test the >1,000 ppb gold anomaly at greater depth but difficult 

drilling conditions and budget constraints prevented completion of the program.  

 1997: Cominco flew a property wide aeromagnetic survey.  

 1998: NovaGold Resources purchased Enstar's 49.07% interest in 19 original Mose claims 

that comprised the Shotgun property. NovaGold staked an additional 38 claims surrounding 

the Mose claims and drilled a total of 3,107 m (10,192 feet) of HQ core in 20 holes in the 

same year. Additional grid-based litho-geochemistry, soil sampling and ground based 

magnetic surveys were conducted over the main mineralized zone. At the end of the season, 

NovaGold completed a non NI 43-101 compliant geological estimate of 32,765,175 tonnes 

grading 0.93 g/t gold using a 0.5 g/t grade cutoff (This historic resource is now replaced by 

the current resource calculation in this report). Work done by Rombach during this season 

and subsequently published (Rombach and Newberry, 2001) has benefited exploration of the 

property not just due to the original work, but by additional review and commentary in other 

publication by researchers developing the intrusion-related gold deposit model (see Hart, 

2007 for comprehensive overview).  

 2001: NovaGold acquired the remaining interest in the 19 Mose claims on the Shotgun 

prospect and conveyed a 5% net profits interest on production from those 19 claims to a U.S. 

subsidiary of Teck-Cominco.  

 2002: TNR Gold Corp. entered an agreement with NovaGold to earn 50% interest in the 

property by expending $3,100,000 and issuing 1,312,500 common shares. TNR Gold Corp. 

proceeded to acquire additional mineral claims over targets identified in Cominco and 

NovaGold work (Freeman, 2004).  

 2003-2007: TNR Gold Corp. collected and analysed 1326 soil and talus fines samples, 313 

stream silt samples, 1011 rock samples, and drilled 2861 m of core with 946 drill core 

samples. 
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 2006: June, TNR Gold Corp. completed their required expenditure and vested in the Shotgun 

property at 50%. On August 16
th
, TNR and NovaGold agreed to continue the exploration 

program at Shotgun with each participant contributing 50%. 

 2008: Work by TNR Gold Corp. has identified gold bearing latite sills in the Winchester 

prospect area. A 43-101 report summarizing progress to this point issued (Harrop, 2008). 

 No exploration work on the project was performed in 2009 and 2010.  

 

There has been no historic lode or significant placer gold production at the Shotgun Project. 

7 Geological Setting and Mineralization  

7.1 Regional Setting 

Southwest Alaska is an area of approximately 175,000 km
2
 that lies between the Yukon-

Koyukuk province to the north, and the Alaska Peninsula to the south. The area ranges from 

lowlands, to rolling hills and rugged mountains and includes the south-western Alaska 

Range, the Kuskokwim Mountains, the Ahklun Mountains, the Bristol Bay Lowland, and the 

Minchumina and Holitna basins.   

Decker et al (1994) and Miller et al (2002) provide good geological overviews of the 

area.The tectonic context of the Shotgun-Winchester area during the late Cretaceous and 

early Tertiary can be gleaned from Goldfarb and others (2013) in their discussion of the 

tectonic setting of the nearby Pebble deposit. That paper acknowledges the reconstructions 

are “particularly difficult” and is focused on primarily Middle Cretaceous time, none the less 

a general model of magmatism synchronous with subduction and transpressional faulting 

into a flysch-basin is cited and the overall tectonic configuration is unlikely to have changed 

significantly in the next 20 million years. Compounding the problem, the basement rocks of 

the area remain unexposed with the Shotgun project located southwest of the central, and 

deepest, part of the Kuskokwim Group, and 20 to 40 km east of the nearest basement 

exposures of the Togiak and Tikchik terrains. 

Resting unconformably on older terrains of the region is the most extensive unit in southwest 

Alaska, the Kuskokwim Group (Figure 6). The Kuskokwim is one of several flysch-basin 

packages – others include the Kahiltna and Nutzotin, and formed in an oceanic setting 

between accreting terranes and cratonic North America. The age of the flysh-basin sediments 

range from Middle Jurassic to Late Cretaceous. The Kuskokwim Group consists of marine 

turbidites with some shallow-marine and fluvial strata, and early deposition is interpreted as 

being within a fore-arc environment which gradually closed into a non-marine basin. The 

sediments filled a southwest trending elongate basin (covering approximately 70,000 km²) 

which probably resulted from strike-slip tectonics in the Late Cretaceous. Sandstone and 

clast composition indicate that the sediment is derived from local sources, and appears to 

have deposited quite rapidly resulting in variable depths, some exceeding 10 km. The 

problem of true depth is compounded by post-depositional thickening by folding and 

thrusting. When bedding is visible, broad open folds are most common with occasional 

chevron, overturned or isoclinal folds and evidence of thrust faults. The sediments are 

usually gently to moderately dipping, and exhibit gradational hornfels aureoles proximal to 
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intrusions. Although not yet recorded in the project area, elsewhere in the region Kuskokwim 

Group sediments are found interbedded with volcanic rocks. 

 

Figure 6: Shotgun regional geologic setting. 

 Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary plutonic rocks of the Kuskokwim region have 

geochemical characteristics typical of intrusive rocks formed in volcanic arcs. These 
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characteristics include high-potassium or shoshonitic series affinities, biotite ± hornblende as 

the dominant mafic minerals, and metaluminous to slightly peraluminous igneous 

compositions. A recent study by Hudson and others, (2010) on the Taylor Mountains pluton 

documents the age, chemistry and geology of late Cretaceous to early Tertiary granite stocks. 

The Taylor Mountains pluton, located 65 km to the northeast of Shotgun, is broadly similar 

in size, and predicted to share similarities in chemistry, mineralogy and petrogenesis with the 

Shotgun Hills. The age of the Taylor Mountains pluton is reported as 65.0 +2.6 -1.6 Ma 

(Hudson and others, 2010), and so is slightly younger than Shotgun, but well within the 

reported regional range of 75-50 Ma (Moll-Stalcup, 1994).  

Hypabyssal felsic to intermediate dykes, stocks and sills are found throughout the region and 

have equivocal relations to the plutonic centers.  They can be porphyritic and are spatially 

associated with gold mineralization and placer occurrences.  

Structural and kinematic studies in the Shotgun area are hindered by the lack of a 

recognizable stratigraphy within the Kuskokwim Group and poor exposure. Folding and 

faulting has been documented and regionally large strike-slip fault systems are well 

documented in SW Alaska. While workers have established structural models for areas north 

of the study area (cf. Miller and others, 2002), the interplay between strike slip faulting, 

thrusting and folding leaves many possible unconstrained interpretations.    

The Quaternary geology, based on a compilation of the Pleistocene glacial maximum and 

late Wisconsin extent of glaciation in Alaska (Kaufman and Manley, 2004) places the 

Shotgun project area within the Pleistocene glacial maximum, but outside the late Wisconsin 

extent of glaciation. The source of ice in the area was not part of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet to 

the east, but from the Ahklun Mountains to the southwest. These mountains supported the 

only large center of Pleistocene glaciation other than the Brooks Range ice, outside the 

Cordilleran Ice Sheet. Outlet glaciers to the east carved the fjord-like Tikchik lakes. Alpine 

glaciers in the Shotgun Hills did not extend to connect with the larger out-flowing ice. While 

the valleys within the core of the Shotgun Hills were glaciated, it is not apparent that there 

was much active ice around Winchester or even King. Higher ground does not show many 

signs of glacially derived material while valleys contain glacio-fluvial or glacio-lacustrine 

sediments. The significance of this is that the Shotgun Hills were likely only locally covered 

by alpine glaciers of limited extent. Frost shattering has generated vast talus slopes that cover 

direct bedrock exposures (Figure 4), but by and large thick deposits of glacial overburden are 

not present over the Shotgun claim blocks. 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2 Property Geology 

The local geology in and around the Shotgun Gold Project is consistent with the regional 

geologic setting. The principal units are Kuskokwim Group sediments, Cretaceous-Tertiary 

intrusive rocks and Quaternary cover (Figure 7).  
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Figure 7: Project scale geology. 
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There is no exposure of basement rocks in the area and the nature of the contact with the 

Kuskokwim Group is unknown but believed to be unconformable. 

7.3 Principal Lithologies 

7.3.1 Kuskokwim Group sediments 

Locally, the Kuskokwim Group marine sediments are medium to dark grey mudstones and 

siltstones that are massive and laminated, respectively. This is the most extensive unit in the 

area and is relatively recessive when unaltered. Alteration of this unit varies with proximity 

to intrusive bodies. Typically alteration, silicification, tourmaline replacement and 

mineralization increases towards   the intrusive contacts. Figure 9 shows a close up of what 

the typical Kuskokwim sediments in core. On a property scale, the sediments are folded and 

likely thrust faulted, but the lack of stratigraphy and exposure makes this hard to map. In the 

southern half of the property, broad, open folds are identified, primarily with sub-horizontal 

axes plunging 120º to 145º. This is consistent with a northeast-southwest compressional 

environment, with additional influence possibly due to doming associated with the Shotgun 

Pluton emplacement. 

 

 

Figure 8: Kuskokwim Group Sediment.  

This core sample is of unaltered sediments at Winchester from DDH WIN-06-45 at 10.20 m 

depth. 

 

The Kuskokwim sediments surrounding the intrusion are hornfelsed, and its intensity can be 

used to vector in on the intrusive body. Pervasive hornfels alteration introduces biotite ± 

silica ± magnetite ± pyrrhotite, and varies from intense to subtle; sediment bedding is usually 

obscured or not present. Within the contact aureole the sediments are more resistant with 

silica healed multiphase brecciation. The silicification is often pervasive and lightens the 

brecciated sediment clasts to a brown-dark grey. Figure 10 shows a typical section of 

brecciated, silicified, hornfelsed Kuskokwim sediment. The brecciation is moderate, 
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predominately angular and clast supported, with less than 10% quartz-sulphide veining that 

is less than 1 mm wide, with local areas where the veining widens to 1-10 mm. Brecciation is 

overprinted by a network of mm-sized iron oxide filled fractures and quartz veinlets. 

Mineralization in the Kuskokwim can be either trace disseminated or veinlet arsenopyrite 

and pyrite, and rare occurrences of pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite (Figure 10). Gold does reside 

within this rock type but in low quantities. 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Brecciated Hornfelsed Kuskokwim Sediments.  

This core sample is of hornfelsed silicified sediments at Shotgun Ridge from DDH SR-12-56 

at 20.30 m depth, Au 0.810 ppm. 

 

 

At the contact between the Kuskokwim sediments and the porphyry, is gradational contact; 

Figure 9 shows an example. This zone has subtle to moderate clast supported brecciation 

with angular clasts of both units directly adjacent to one another. There is moderate 

pervasive silicification, subtle to moderate pervasive hornfels alteration and subtle to weak 

local pervasive replacement by chlorite ± calcite ± epidote. This zone does contain 

mineralization of 0.5% disseminated arsenopyrite, 0.5% pyrite in veins and disseminated, 

and trace chalcopyrite in veins and disseminated. About 15% of the rock is mm to cm quartz 

± sulphide veining that appears to be multiphase, and there are some bleached halos around 

veins that are visible in Figure 11. There are some local gold grades in this rock type but they 

are low. 
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Figure 10: Quartz Feldspar Biotite Porphyry - Kuskokwim Breccia.  

This core sample is of brecciated porphyry and Kuskokwim sediments, multiphase veining 

clast supported with bleaching around veins at Shotgun Ridge from DDH SR-12-58 at 

198.50 m depth, , Au 0.240 ppm. 

 

7.3.2 Shotgun Hills Intrusive Complex 

Recognition, description, and mapping of all intrusive rocks at the Shotgun project have not 

yet been unequivocally resolved. The various workers on the project have tended to use 

evolving unit labels and descriptions. The rubbly outcrops rarely preserve cross-cutting 

relations and drilling has been limited to small areas.  

Intrusive rocks in the Shotgun Hills are predominantly felsic intrusive rocks that collectively 

are referred to the Shotgun Hills Intrusive Complex. Predominant lithologies are granites and 

granodiorites. In the Shotgun Ridge area and at Winchester, where the drilling has been 

concentrated, a range of lithologies have been mapped. For other areas, the default “Shotgun 

Hills granite” is used as a collective term regardless of rock type. Like the nearby Taylor 

Mountains, all intrusive rocks are weakly foliated and generally lack penetrative fabrics. 

One of the members of the SHIC is the intrusive phase at Shotgun Ridge – a quartz-feldspar-

biotite porphyry. This unit is a medium to light yellow-grey to dark green, porphyritic unit 

with aphanitic groundmass, and up to 0.5 cm subhedral to euhedral phenocrysts of feldspar, 

biotite/chlorite/muscovite and quartz. The unit is moderate to strongly silicified with locally 

intense brecciation and tends to be quartz matrix supported, with angular intrusive clasts. 

Alteration consists of weak to moderate pervasive chloritization, most likely replacing 

biotite. Tourmaline occurs as discrete blebs and veinlets. Some sections of the porphyry are 

relatively fresh and unaltered (Figure 11A) while others are strongly bleached (Figure 11C). 

Fe-oxidation is weak and localized within fracture gouges. Unit appears competent with 

minimal fracturing. Mineralization occurs as very fine grained to fine grained 
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vein/disseminated trace to 0.5% arsenopyrite and pyrite, with occasional pyrrhotite and 

chalcopyrite.  

 

 

 

Figure 11: Quartz Feldspar Biotite Porphyry.  

These core samples are of: A. a weakly brecciated, quartz veined porphyry at Shotgun Ridge 

from DDH SR-12-56 at 263.90 m depth, Au 0.665 ppm; B. a medium grained porphyry at 

Shotgun Ridge from DDH SR-06-43 at 139.00 m depth, Au 0.406 ppm ppm; C. a bleached 

medium grained porphyry at Shotgun Ridge from DDH SR-06-43 at 277.05 m depth, Au 

0.314 ppm. 

 

An 
40

Ar/
39

Ar ages on biotite from this rock type are 69.7 ± 0.3 Ma (Rombach and Newberry, 

2001). Whole rock chemical compositions average 75% SiO2, 3.4-3.8% Na2O and 4.4% 

K2O. The least altered qfb porphyry from the Shotgun Ridge prospect and unaltered rock 

from the Shotgun Hills granite suggest that the latter is a more highly fractionated end-

member of the Shotgun Hills pluton. Rombach and Newberry (2001) report biotite 
40

Ar/
39

Ar 

ages of 68.7 ± 0.2 Ma from the Shotgun Hills granite and suggest this larger intrusive cooled 

more slowly than the Shotgun granite porphyry. As in other gold systems in the Kuskokwim 

Mineral Belt, rubidium, yttrium, and niobium values at Shotgun are typical of subduction-

related volcanic arc granites. The low to very low magnetic susceptibility values indicate the 

Shotgun intrusive complex are likely ilmenite series I-type granitoids typical of other 

regional intrusive rocks. 
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7.3.3 qfbp breccia 

The main unit of interest at Shotgun is the quartz-feldspar-biotite-porphyry-breccia due to its 

tendency to host higher, consistent, broad gold values. Figure 7 includes this unit in with the 

unbrecciated version due to difficulties mapping of this unit on the talus slopes of Shotgun 

Ridge. This zone has the same host rock as the intrusive phase described above of the quartz 

feldspar biotite porphyry, but is strongly altered, brecciated, and grey quartz veined. Figure 

12 shows the typical variations of the competent section of this unit. It is medium to light 

yellow-grey-green (bleached), heavily fractured intrusive with zones of rubble and gouge, 

and moderately oxidized throughout. The rock has an aphanitic matrix, with an indistinct 

porphyritic texture (mm scale feldspar, quartz and biotite) due to alteration and veining. 

Alteration is pervasive and includes weak to moderate muscovite, chlorite and some clay. 

Tourmaline occurs as discrete blebs and veinlets. There is local pervasive moderate 

silicification with areas of moderate to intense translucent light to dark grey quartz veining, 

brecciation, and silicification, the latter giving the rock competency. There is evidence of 

multiple generations of crosscutting cm to mm scale grey quartz veins, which composes 10-

60% of the rock. The brecciation is locally intense where it tends to be quartz matrix 

supported, with angular intrusive clasts. Upon close inspection, the brecciation looks to be 

commonly re-healed and re-brecciated clasts and veins, this texture has been described as a 

crackle breccia. This quartz veining texture was historical termed anastomosing. Amongst 

these zones of competent rock, are intersections of yellow-orange highly fractured and 

oxidized cohesive gouge and clay, interpreted as fault zones. Mineralization is disseminated, 

as much as 1% arsenopyrite, pyrrhotite, pyrite and chalcopyrite. Due to the fine grained 

nature of the mineralization, strong alteration and oxidization, and fault rubble, 

mineralization is often poorly observed. The brecciation event appears to be the main source 

of gold mineralization. Figure 12 displays three generally similar looking sections of this unit 

yet their gold assays range 0.589 ppm (B) to 2.422 ppm (A) to 2.517 ppm (C), this makes 

predicting gold assay grades in the field difficult. The brecciated feeder zone at Shotgun 

Ridge is steeply south-southwest dipping which is roughly consistent with the fold axial 

plane observed at Winchester and does not rule out the possibility of both structures being 

due to the same event. Identification of this structure as a primary mineralization control has 

shifted the focus of exploration targeting from northeast oriented strike slip faulting to 

southwest oriented dilatational jogs or en-echelon relay systems subordinate to the regional 

northeast oriented structures. 
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Figure 12: Quartz feldspar biotite porphyry breccia.  

These core samples are of: A. a multiphase veining, clast supported porphyry breccia at 

Shotgun Ridge from DDH SR-06-43 at 82.30 m depth, Au 2.422 ppm; B. a matrix supported 

quartz-porphyry breccia at Shotgun Ridge from DDH SR-12-56 at 185.00 m depth, Au 0.589 

ppm; C. a clast supported porphyry breccia at Shotgun Ridge from DDH SR-06-43 at 234.40 

m depth, Au 2.517 ppm. 
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7.3.4 Light Grey Latite 

The intrusive phase at Winchester is a light grey intrusive (latite) with disseminated 

mineralization. The surface traces of these intrusive have been mapped and displaced in 

Figure 7, near to the Winchester prospect. Greenish grey porphyritic-aphanitic intrusive with 

tabular 1 cm by 3 mm (up to 2 cm) feldspar crystals, which show general alignment. Figure 

13 shows what this unit typically appears akin to in core.  The rock composition is 50% 

phenocrysts, consisting of 80% tabular feldspars and 19% smaller (3 mm) anhedral feldspars 

(altered to sericite) with ± pyrrhotite and 1% <0.1 mm biotite. The groundmass is grey and 

aphanitic. Alteration in this rock is to chlorite and calcite predominantly in the groundmass 

and ranges from subtle to weak. Mineralization of this unit is higher than others with 2% 

pyrite in veins and disseminated, 1% arsenopyrite in veins and disseminated, and 0.1-0.5% 

pyrrhotite in veins and disseminated. There is no evident brecciation noted in the unit. The 

relationship between this unit and intrusive rocks at Shotgun Ridge is unknown but believed 

to be part of the same magmatic event. Sections of this unit host gold mineralization and are 

most similar to units described at the Donlin Gold Project.   

 

 

 

Figure 13: Light Grey Intrusive - Latite.  

This core sample was taken at Winchester from DDH WIN-06-45 at 57.90 m depth, Au 

1.427 ppm. 

 

7.4 Structural Geology 

Post depositional regional deformation is important in relation to mineralization in the 

Shotgun area but is poorly constrained. Displacement along the faults at Shotgun is not 
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known, and may vary from minor movement to 100s of metres or even kilometres. The 

possibility of a vertical component to the movement also exists.  

Faulting is recognized in the aeromagnetic surveys as both linear features and as truncations 

to magnetic highs. Mapping in the Shotgun Ridge area shows NE oriented dikes of quartz, 

feldspar biotite porphyry extending from a large body to the west into the prospect area 

(Figure 14). These dikes are interpreted to follow NE oriented strike slip faults and are 

indication that magmatism was at some point synchronous with faulting. Larger intrusive 

bodies, such as seen in the resource area on Shotgun Ridge, and breccias were emplaced into 

dilatational jogs formed within the strike-slip setting.  

Folding is much harder to demonstrate in the project area but TNR recognizes open folding 

within the project area with gently SE-NW plunging fold axes. It is not clear how these relate 

to the later (?) NE strike-slip faults. 

Regional structures are not mapped through the Shotgun Hill area, although right-latreral NE 

oriented strike-slip faults are well known to the north – for example the Denali and Kaltag 

faults and the structural framework proposed for Shotgun fits comfortably with regional 

syntheses.  Although the intrusive rocks do not possess a fabric, the level of crustal 

emplacement was high and within the brittle deformation regime.  The orientation of 

intrusive rocks and mineralized breccias, the age of magmatism all link Shotgun to a wider 

regional kinematic framework.  

 

7.5 Prospect Mineralization 

The exploration concept at Shotgun and Winchester targets a multiphase intrusion related 

gold system. Gold mineralization at Shotgun is interpreted as being directly associated with 

magmatism dated by 
40

Ar/
39

Ar methods, with an age of 69.7 ± 0.3 Ma (Rombach and 

Newberry, 2001). This age is significant in that it ties Shotgun to a widespread magmatic and 

gold mineralizing event present throughout the Kuskokwim basin, including the 70 Ma 

Donlin Gold Project. Mineralization and magmatism at the Shotgun Gold Project appears to 

fit into the Donlin pattern and other deposits in the area where regional structures focus the 

first-order emplacement of magmas, and local structures control mineralization at the deposit 

scale. In the north (Shotgun), northwest oriented dilatational jogs or relay zones host 

mineralized quartz breccia while in the south (Winchester), mineralization is primarily 

hosted in latite sills with little to no veining or brecciation.  

The two principle areas of known mineralization are at the northern and southern extents of 

the property are Shotgun Ridge and Winchester respectively, approximately 17 km distant 

(Figure 7). Some areas between them, notably those referred to as Shot and King have 

produced geochemically significant samples in stream sediment, soil and rock media. In spite 

of these encouraging indications, no significant mineralized sources have yet been identified.  

7.5.1 Shotgun  

At Shotgun Ridge mineralization is hosted in a roughly triangular body of granite porphyry. 

This body is thought to pinch to the northeast and southwest into 5 to 10 m wide dykes 

oriented parallel to other dykes which are sub-parallel to regionally extensive right-lateral 

strike slip faults (Figure 14).  For the mineral resource modeling a mineralized shell was 

constructed primarily on the basis of assay grades. This shell overlaps primarily with the 
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quartz-feldspar-biotite porphyry, except along the SW margins where mineralization extends 

10 meters into the hornfels. The dimensions of the mineralized shell are approximately 360 

m by 240 m wide and deep. The depth is defined by drilling and remains open. The long axis 

is oriented north-easterly. 

Quartz stockwork, breccias and veins are visually striking on the ridge where they form the 

primary ore-bearing unit. Veining diminishes rapidly on contact with the Kuskokwim 

sediments (hornfels) but persists far enough to result in some significant gold values 

especially on the SW margin of the prospect. Brecciation can be very intense and is 

multiphase as evident by breccia fragments in subsequent breccias. Breccia ranges from 

widely matrix supported clasts to crackle breccias with fine interlaced quartz veins and 

fragments showing no rotation and essentially no displacement. Cross-cutting quartz veins 

sometimes appear to be sheeted sets, but lack of orientation due to sparse outcrop and non-

oriented core prevents conclusions about the orientation of sheeted vein sets. Intervals of 

several meters with massive quartz veins are encountered although it can be difficult to 

determine if any of the intervals are intensely bleached and silicified (± albitized) granite 

porphyry. 

In drill section it is possible to get a clearer picture of the breccia and intense silicification 

alteration than is possible at the surface. Drilling in 2012 confirmed the mineralization 

reported in SR06-43. These holes all showed sharp upper mineralized contacts between 

hornfels and granite coincident with silica-flooding and brecciation. This first zone has a true 

thickness of approximately 50 meters and is underlain by a second parallel breccia-

mineralized zone 30 meters thick. Strike widths are estimated between 70 and 50 meters and 

extend down dip for 140 meters. 

Modeling of the contacts indicates the breccias dip 75º to 245º and are interpreted as tension-

gash like bodies within the granite porphyry formed between NE oriented strike-slip faults. 

The orientation of granite dikes and host porphyry suggest both intrusion and mineralization 

were controlled within the same kinematic framework.  

The most obvious form of hydrothermal activity at Shotgun Ridge is multiphase quartz 

stockwork veining and the associated intense quartz-albite ± sericite ± carbonate alteration 

(Figure 12). The veins vary from 0.1 to 5 cm wide but can form quartz veins up to 2 m wide 

or wider although intense bleaching of host porphyry can obscure the margins of the vein or 

where it blends into breccia. Quartz vein density is highest in the Shotgun granite porphyry 

and diminishes rapidly in adjacent hornfels. Silica flooding is present locally and often 

leaves only the specific phenocrysts unaltered. Gold mineralization is hosted primarily 

within the granite porphyry and in adjacent hornfels. Although intense quartz veining 

normally is a positive indicator of gold mineralization, there is a statistically poor correlation 

between gold grade and weight percent silica in a given sample (Rombach and Newberry, 

2001). A similar situation exists between arsenic and gold levels: the presence of arsenic is a 

good indicator that an area has been affected by hydrothermal alteration however the gold to 

arsenic correlation coefficient is only 0.09, indicating arsenic is not uniquely related to gold. 

Multi-phase introduction of quartz veins and arsenic-bearing sulphides explains both of these 

relationships and is in agreement with petrographic and textural relationships noted on the 

prospect. The strongest correlation coefficients for gold within the assay database are Ag 

(0.54) and Mo (0.58). 

While widespread and abundant at Shotgun, albitic alteration is difficult to quantify in the 

field because of its fine-grained nature. Feldspar staining shows that potassic alteration is 

virtually absent. Albitic alteration varies from a complete conversion of groundmass 
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feldspars to in albite selvages 0.5 to 5 cm wide to a weak pervasive alteration of aphanitic 

feldspars. Evidence from major-oxide analyses, staining and petrography indicate that albitic 

alteration is restricted to the Shotgun granite porphyry and extends to at least 150 meters 

below surface (Rombach and Newberry, 2001).  

An irregular shaped zone of intense sericite alteration overlaps the upper zone of albitic 

alteration. This type of alteration is most common along quartz vein selvages and in adjacent 

wall rocks where biotite is altered to sericite-rutile ± sulphides and feldspar is altered to 

sericite ± carbonate. Groundmass feldspars often are more intensely altered than feldspar 

phenocrysts. 

Tourmaline-quartz and carbonate-quartz veins are typically found at the margins of the 

known sulphide mineralization in later, lower temperature alteration zones. Poorly formed 

sub-millimetre tourmaline grains occur locally in quartz veins with albite-sericite-chlorite. 

Rare, 1 to 15 mm wide massive tourmaline-sulphide veins of uncertain age occur 

sporadically in the granite porphyry. Carbonate alteration occurs in very minor amounts as 

sub-millimetre grains within quartz veins, especially with sericite-chlorite. Some fractures 

and veins have a <1 to 3 mm thick carbonate coating, most likely due to very late stage 

alteration. Existing assays show no correlation of Au with B values. 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Shotgun Ridge prospect map  

Hypogene metallic mineralization at the Shotgun Gold Project consists of variable amounts 

of native gold, arsenopyrite, native bismuth, bismuth-tellurium sulphides, bornite, 

chalcopyrite, cubanite, loellingite, maldonite, pyrrhotite, pyrite, scheelite and sphalerite 
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(Rombach and Newberry, 2001). Sulphide mineralization is hosted primarily within or 

immediately adjacent to breccia zone. Within the granite porphyry host rocks, the sulphide 

content averages 1-2% total sulphides with local enrichment of up to 10%. 

Supergene minerals occur within the granite porphyry at Shotgun Ridge and include 

scorodite, bornite, malachite, and native copper typically along quartz-tourmaline veins. 

These veins occur at the surface and at shallow depths in drill holes. Iron oxides occur within 

cataclastic zones throughout the deposit but this makes up a very small percentage of the 

rock volume. Overall very little oxidation has taken place and supergene mineralization is 

minimal. This observation is consistent with the fact that Shotgun Ridge was glaciated 

during the Quaternary. 

7.5.2 Winchester 

Although mineralization at Winchester shares much in common with the geochemical 

signature at Shotgun Ridge, the style is quite distinct. Gold mineralization is found in 

medium grained, typically equigranular, medium grey sills of latite composition (Figure 13). 

In deeper holes this unit starts to take on porphyry texture and gold grades continue for at 

least some distance after this textural change. Veining is much less common than at Shotgun 

Ridge and veining intensity does not appear to directly correlate with gold. Subsequently 

brecciation is much less common at Winchester, but when found in hornfels adjacent to or 

between sills it can be a prospective indicator for gold mineralization. Sills with little or no 

veining can return significant gold values and petrography of these intervals has not yet 

provided evidence of micro-veining. Some more porphyritic units at Winchester have 

intervals that are strongly geochemically anomalous in gold, but with no clear indication of a 

later intrusion within the porphyry. When multiple sills are separated by hornfels intervals, 

gold grades are often continuous through the hornfels or at least penetrate partially through 

the interval. The presence of arsenopyrite is often a good indicator of gold, although sills 

with abundant arsenopyrite are also known to have no significant gold. Tourmaline is seen in 

various forms ranging from replacement veins to crystals with drusy quartz in extensional 

veins. Quartz-tourmaline veins in hornfelsic Kuskokwim can have significant gold grades. 

These are assumed to be in very close spatial relationship to sills or other gold bearing 

intrusives, but since many of these samples are from talus float the distance to which gold 

bearing quartz-tourmaline veins can extend into the sediments is not well established and 

may be significantly more than has been observed in core.  
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8 Deposit Type 

A comprehensive discussion of how Shotgun and Winchester prospects fit into a worldwide 

classification of gold deposits has previously been presented in Harrop (2008), and will not 

be reproduced here. The conclusion of Harrop (2008) and of this report remains that both 

Shotgun and Winchester prospects are members of a class referred to as reduced intrusive-

related gold systems (RIRGS) (Hart, 2007).   

Salient characteristics of this class of deposit are that gold mineralization is related to 

intrusive bodies readily identifiable in close proximity. That being said it should be noted 

that both Shotgun and Winchester possesses distinct differences from the ideal model. At 

Shotgun, mineralization is closely associated with a porphyry stock that has been strongly 

altered, brecciated and mineralized. TNR suggests the mineralization is was emplaced within 

a compressional environment evidenced by northeast oriented right lateral strike slip faulting 

and open folding with gently plunging southeast oriented axes.  In the Shotgun Ridge 

prospect, northwest oriented dilatational jogs or relay zones host mineralized quartz breccias. 

The Shotgun Ridge stock is part of a larger magmatic complex and mineralization is 

interpreted as focusing of late-magmatic derived fluids within a favourable structural setting. 

Geochemically Shotgun contains higher Cu, Mo, and little W compared to the typical 

RIRGS deposits and at depths typical for porphyry copper-gold systems but well above those 

typical for RIRGS in the Tintina Gold Belt. These shallower depths and lower temperatures 

accord well with the brittle deformation model ascribed by TNR to Shotgun. Still despite the 

differences shown at Shotgun to the classical RIRGS deposit model it is still worth quoting 

the following text, from Goldfarb and others, (2005) as illustrative: 

 “The ca. 70 Ma Shotgun deposit (non-compliant 43-101 resource number cited in original) 

is the clearest example of an intrusion-related gold deposit in southwestern Alaska and is 

hosted by an ilmenite series (low to very low magnetic susceptibility), biotite-bearing granite 

porphyry (Rombach and Newberry, 2001). The ore zone comprises gold-bearing quartz 

stockwork and breccia with both a hydrothermal and granite matrix. In the low sulphide 

(<1%) mineralization, gold correlates strongly with Bi, Te, Mo and Ag. Coexisting brine and 

CO2-rich vapour inclusions indicate fluid unmixing at 350º - 650º C and ~ 0.5 kbar.” 

Prospect mineralization at Winchester shares similarities with the Donlin deposit in that gold 

mineralization is closely related to dikes and sills emplaced into Kuskokwim Group 

sediments. TNR describe the intrusive rocks as latite porphyries suggesting a shallow 

hypabyssal level of emplacement of the dikes and sills. While Winchester may share 

similarities with Donlin, exactly what type of deposit Donlin continues to be a debate within 

the literature.  Goldfarb and others (2004) argue that the overlap of Late-Cretaceous-early 

Tertiary magmatism is coincidental and that the source and driving forces for gold 

mineralization are metamorphic processes extracting and transporting gold. Donlin in their 

view is therefore not strictly intrusive-related. Other papers argue for inclusion of Donlin 

within the RIRGS grouping (see references in Hart, 2007).  

While the debate on deposit type can digress into arcane points, it is widely accepted that on 

a regional scale the Shotgun property lies on the southern limits of a region encompassing 

numerous similar deposit types extending in a belt over 500 km of south-western Alaska. 
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The belt is reported to have produced a cumulative total of 74.6 metric tonnes (2.4 Moz) of 

gold (Szumigala, 1996) with significantly higher resources remaining to be developed 

including approximately 45 Moz at the Donlin Gold Project alone (NovaGold press release 

and references to Technical Report Jan 12, 2012). If one expands this region to include the 

slightly older Pebble deposits which hosts the “largest Au endowment of any porphyry 

deposit in the world” (Kelly and others, 2013), then whatever the process, it is hard to escape 

the conclusion that the Shotgun project lies within a gold-enriched crustal province capable 

of producing deposits with large gold endowments. 

TNR has developed an exploration program that accords well with the mineral deposit type 

identified at the project site through the identification of areas of suitable intrusive rocks both 

at Shotgun Ridge and Winchester. Furthermore the ground-based geophysical programs in 

2011 and 2012 have demonstrated at Shotgun Ridge a correlation between zones of high 

resistivity with alteration, primarily zones of quartz veining and silica flooding associated 

with brecciation with existing drill results. An exploration model relating prospect scale 

structures with emplacement of suitable intrusive rocks and related mineralization case can 

be made. TNR has multiple untested drill targets in the Shotgun Ridge area that have not yet 

been drill-tested ( 

Figure 16).   

The three drill holes completed in 2012 provided a test of the 3D-IP geophysical data 

collected earlier in the year and added to the resource model as step out holes from the successful 

successful 2006 hole SR06-43. The 3D-IP survey (Section 9.1) identified regions of low 

chargeability interpreted to correspond to regions of increased silicification and mineralization. 

mineralization. An overlay of drill results shows a good correlation with mineralized intervals 

intervals broadly correlating to the low-chargeability zones (Figure 15). This method offers an 

attractive potential for future target generation and several untested low-chargeability zones 

remain ( 

Figure 16). 
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Figure 15: Drill results overlaid on IP survey section showing possible correlation of low 

chargeability zones with mineralization. 
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Figure 16: Shotgun Ridge Exploration Targets.  

(Caption continued) These are based on Chargeability lows, changes in Total Magnetic 

Intensity, and location of resource surface trace. 

Winchester is a harder case relating existing geophysical anomalies with limited drill data, 

the prospect area has a lower percentage of intrusive rocks exposed, alteration including 

widespread silica flooding, brecciation, and structural preparation are less intense than 

Shotgun Ridge. Nonetheless an exploration model similar to that used at Shotgun Ridge that 

seeks to integrate geophysics with mapping, surface geochemistry and drill results is a 

reasonable approach.  
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9 Exploration 

Exploration details prior to the last 43-101 report are summarized in Section 6 (History). 

During 2011 and 2012 field seasons 3D IP geophysics surveys were conducted, and in 2012 

three drill holes were drilled totaling of 814.20 m with 424 drill core samples. The 

exploration details of the geophysical surveys are presented below, with the drilling results in 

the following section. 

 

9.1 Geophysics 

 

August 8
th
 to 12

th
, 2011 TNR Gold Corp. contracted SJ Geophysics Ltd. to conduct a 3D 

Induced Polarization survey on the Shotgun Gold Project. The survey is fully reported in 

Snider (2011) with an objective to carry out 3D IP orientation/test survey over the Shotgun 

claims. The main purpose was to delineate areas of sulphide mineralization, as well as to test 

the ability of the distributed 3D IP system in the difficult ground conditions (mountain 

ridges, talus, scree, and areas of grass and soil that were floating beds of lichen and moss 

atop talus).  Figure 17 shows an example of the problematic ground on Shotgun Ridge. 6.8 

km was the total line kilometers tested, with the grid overlaying the Shotgun Ridge which is 

quite steep and rugged. The resulting inversion output shows the distribution of resistivity 

and chargeability in section and plan views were promising in that they worked in the 

difficult terrain and indicated potential drill targets, but a follow up larger more extensive 3D 

IP grid was required to fully interpret the results.  

In 2012 a follow up 3D IP grid was conducted to expand what was done in 2011. From July 

12
th
 to 29

th
, 2012 SJ Geophysics conducted 3D IP grids on Shotgun Ridge and Winchester 

(Perk, 2012). The survey at Shotgun Ridge was an extension of previous work, while no 

previous surveys has been done on Winchester. Over the course of the survey period 19.35 

km of 3D IP lines and 21.9 km of magnetic grids were tested. The inversion results of 

resistivity and chargeability correlate well with known gold mineralized zones and indicating 

other nearby IP lows as potential drill targets (Figure 15) 
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Figure 17: 2012 3D IP Geophysical Survey. Grasses Floating on Talus 
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Figure 18: Shotgun Ridge 2012 3D-IP Geophysics Survey; Chargeability, Resistivity, with Historic 

Magnetics Survey and Geological Mapping. 
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10 Drilling 
 

Only the drill results completed since the last 43-101 report or that form the basis for the 

resource assessment at Shotgun Ridge presented in this report will be discussed in this 

section. Previous drill results have been presented in Harrop (2008). 

Shotgun Ridge was the sole focus of diamond drilling on the Shotgun property during the 

period of Cominco and NovaGold exploration. TNR’s exploration programs tended to focus 

on identification of new zones and consequently step out drilling took place on Shotgun 

Ridge. TNR did drill Shotgun Ridge during the 2006 field season with three holes designed 

to test northwest and northeast extensions to the known zone, and one hole testing grade 

continuity between the fences drilled by previous programs. In 2012 TNR’s drill program 

was focused on testing deeper structural controls on mineralization identified in drill hole 

SR-06-43.  

 

 

10.1 Drilling procedures summary and interpretation of relevant results 

In 2012, 814.20 m of NQ drill core was completed at Shotgun Ridge utilizing a helicopter-

supported Discovery DI drill rig. Other than weather delays, no significant problems were 

recorded with drill core recovery and on average 150 feet/day drilling rates recorded.  

Drilling sites were prepared as a wooden platform and oriented in the appropriate direction. 

Once the drill rig was assembled on site, the planned drillhole orientation was verified by a 

geologist before drilling commenced. Drilling was conducted on two 12-hour shifts with drill 

core retrieved during the morning shift weather permitting. During drilling, contractors 

placed the core in waxed paper core boxes, each of which holds approximately 2m of core. 

The contractor included the run interval with a wooden block at the end of each drilling run. 

Drill core was always in the custody of either the drilling contractor or TNR at all times.  

Water for drilling was pumped from local sources. All drilling fluids were collected in a 

sump and clear water allowed to drain off. After drillhole completion, the drilling contractor 

performed a downhole survey using a multishot survey tool. Downhole surveys were made at 

approximately 50m intervals. Previous drill campaigns in earlier years did not collect 

downhole survey data; results from this year showed little downhole deviation. 

Core was transported to the core shed during crew changes and transported either within the 

helicopter or securely stored in a slung basket beneath the helicopter. 
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Figure 19: Drill hole SR-12-56 on Shotgun Ridge, looking southeast.  

Drill core for all programs were logged and sampled at Shotgun Camp. During the TNR 

program field support which included geological and technical support, was provided by 

Coast Mountain Geological Limited and various subcontractors. Two concurrent styles of 

logging were used: 

 A descriptive log was recorded and formatted by a geologist in a word processor on 

site. The entire hole was divided into contiguous intervals of major lithological units. 

Sub-units and intervals of distinctive characteristics such as alteration were then 

added where needed using a format to indicate the intervals subordinate relationship 

to the major lithological unit. In addition, detailed notes of mineralization, veining 

and structural data were recorded in a format to indicate their scope. This style of 

logging enabled the geologist to be as descriptive as desired while providing 

language tools to reduce typographic errors in an easily legible record. Geologists 

were encouraged to use digital photography of details in the core and embed these 

photographs in the descriptive log. All major interval descriptions in the log begin 

with a photograph of a representative strip of core. Digital logging was an effective 

means of enabling backups and transfer of data to the head office in Vancouver. 

 

 An attribute log was recorded and formatted by a geologist in a spreadsheet on site. 

This log contains a quantitative and categorical description of contiguous intervals 

for the full length of the hole. Intervals used for description were sample intervals 

except in sections of unsampled core where blocks (usually drill runs) and 

lithological breaks were used to create intervals. This style of logging does not allow 

for flexible descriptions but is much better than the descriptive log for importing into 

a database or other data processing software. In addition, the style encourages 

geologists to develop skills in the systematic categorization and quantification of 

alteration, mineralization, veining and brecciation. Digital attribute logging using a 

spreadsheet helped to reduce typographic errors, ambiguous entries and improved 
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consistency between geologists. The categories have coded quantitative information 

explained in detail in a legend; the categories are lithology, alteration, mineralization 

and structure of individual sampled intervals.  

These logs were compiled into a document containing a Cover Sheet, Core Box Intervals, 

RQD and Recovery, Specific Gravity, and downhole survey information, in addition to the 

attributes of individual intervals and samples, and detailed description. The cover sheet gives 

an XYZ collar location, azimuth, dip, drill hole length, core size, drilling dates, in addition to 

the hole objective and drill hole summary. 

Collar locations for drill holes were estimated using a handheld GPS, and Easting, Northing 

and Elevation were recorded. The GPS unit was set to its averaging function and left as close 

to the intersection of the casing and the ground as possible for a few minutes, reaching an 

accuracy of + 3 m before being recorded.   

Downhole surveys were completed 15 m (50 feet) into bedrock, and then every 50 m (150 

feet) down the drill hole.  A Reflex multi-shot instrument was used.  Survey slips were kept 

with drill logs, core photos, and geotech logs.  Survey data was entered into the survey tab of 

the attribute log.   

Drill core was quickly examined at the drill site, and the position of contacts or vein 

intersections was noted in a quick-log. All drill core had to be transported to camp by 

helicopter, so there was some risk of a load being lost, which is why this preliminary log was 

collected. Collection of this data and regular visits to the drill site by the geologist ensured 

drillhole targets were being reached, and assisted in further drill hole targeting. Once in 

camp, drill core was handled in a five step process. 

Preliminary checking of run block labels and position was conducted by a technician or 

geologist. Core was visually checked to identify and pieces together sections that may have 

moved in position or been reversed when removed from the core tube. Any problems were 

resolved as soon as possible and before logging. 

Geotechnical logging was conducted by a technician when a suitably trained technician was 

available or by a geologist. This logging included:  

 Converting run blocks from imperial feet to metric. 

 Labelling and recording core box ends with metric depths to the nearest 5 cm. 

 Hole ID, box number and the interval contained in the box were recording and 

marked in permanent marker at the end of the box. 

After the core had been fitted together to the best of one’s abilities, recovery and RQD (rock 

quality designation) were measured and recorded. Recovery is the recovered core length of a 

drill run divided by the true length as defined by the difference between core blocks. RQD is 

based on total length of core greater than 10 cm within an interval divided by the length of 

the interval. Breaks obviously caused by drilling were discounted. Any issues with core fit, 

recovery, or block errors were brought to the attention of the project geologist and discussed 

with the drill crew.  

Descriptive and attribute logging were conducted more or less concurrently. Since attribute 

intervals match sample intervals, drill core was also marked for sampling during this stage. 

The sampling procedure is as follows; intervals were based on lithology, mineralization and 

alteration, with a maximum sample length of 2 m, and a minimum sample length of 0.5 m. 

Typical sample lengths varied between 1 and 2 m, with shorter samples being used sparingly 
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and mostly within significantly mineralized zones, and two 1 m samples taken on either side 

of mineralization as buffers. Three part sample tags were used with one part with a metal 

scratch tag containing the sample number, stapled to the core box at the beginning of the 

sample interval. The metal tag was bent such that is would be obvious to the core cutter. The 

beginning and end of sample intervals were marked with a grease pencil on the core and core 

box. QA/QC samples were inserted with sample tag and metal tag directly after the 

preceding core sample, keeping a continuous sample sequence. Detailed photography of core 

to capture vein styles, crosscutting relationships, mineralization, and alteration styles was 

done at the end of this stage. 

Photography of core boxes was conducted after logging so that sample tags would be visible 

in the photographs. This enabled the photographic record to be used to help resolve sample 

interval discrepancies that might turn up later.  Prior to taking the core photos core was, to 

the best of the technician’s ability, oriented such that the dominant foliation, shearing or 

bedding could be viewed at the highest angle to core axis possible. Core photos were taken 

with a scale bar, and hole ID, box number, and from-to interval being photographed marked 

on a white board included in the image. Core was wetted down prior to photography. 

Following photography the core was sampled and is further described in 11.1 

10.2 Factors impacting the accuracy and reliability of results 

Core recovery was good and provided effective sampling down the hole. As mentioned 

above, 2012 was the first time downhole survey data was collected but no significant 

deviation problems were noted. No material factors that could affect the reliability and 

accuracy of results were noted.  

 

10.3 Drill hole locations and sampling intervals 

 

The location, azimuth, dip, depth and operator of all drill holes used in the resource estimate 

is provided in Table 3. Figure 20 provides a plan view of all drilling to date on Shotgun 

Ridge. A list of significant drill intercepts is presented in Table 4. 

 

 

Table 3: Location and operator for all Shotgun Ridge drilling. 

HoleID Easting Northing Elevation Azimuth Dip Depth Company 

SR84-01 548366 6697188 758 143 -60 34.30 Cominco 
SR84-02 548392 6697327 707 143 -60 61.50 Cominco 
SR84-03 548392 6697327 707 233 -60 31.60 Cominco 
SR84-04 548416 6697337 695 154 -75 27.31 Cominco 
SR88-05 548404 6697303 710 0 -90 78.33 Cominco 
SR88-06 548403 6697302 710 233 -60 14.02 Cominco 
SR98-07 548391 6697327 709 0 -90 169.90 Novagold 
SR98-08 548392 6697327 709 235 -60 48.77 Novagold 
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SR98-09 548340 6697221 759 145 -60 220.07 Novagold 
SR98-10 548340 6697221 755 145 -80 205.44 Novagold 
SR98-11 548272 6697203 782 145 -45 160.02 Novagold 
SR98-12 548337 6697224 755 325 -50 265.79 Novagold 
SR98-13 548430 6697252 710 325 -50 228.00 Novagold 
SR98-14 548217 6697446 755 145 -45 124.75 Novagold 
SR98-15 548430 6697252 700 325 -80 125.50 Novagold 
SR98-16 548298 6697426 735 325 -45 92.66 Novagold 
SR98-17 548540 6697272 630 325 -45 142.65 Novagold 
SR98-18 548298 6697426 735 0 -90 122.83 Novagold 
SR98-19 548391 6697327 707 325 -50 129.50 Novagold 

SR98-20 548339 6697123 782 325 -50 85.00 Novagold 
SR98-21 548431 6697252 700 145 -45 133.81 Novagold 
SR98-22 548474 6697453 618 145 -50 152.40 Novagold 
SR98-23 548214 6697291 782 0 -70 150.00 Novagold 
SR98-24 548172 6697366 782 0 -70 168.55 Novagold 
SR98-25 548214 6697291 782 180 -60 189.59 Novagold 
SR98-26 548065 6697172 713 145 -50 193.24 Novagold 
SR06-41 548215 6697294 797 18 -49 294.13 TNR 
SR06-42 548036 6697551 783 130 -49 76.20 TNR 
SR06-43 548322 6697139 779 25 -46 294.13 TNR 
SR06-43A 548322 6697139 779 25 -46 13.72 TNR 

SR06-47 548468 6697456 618 325 -45 84.12 TNR 
SR12-56 548288 6697177 773 25 -45 293.22 TNR 
SR12-57 548303 6697112 768 25 -45 300.23 TNR 
SR12-58 548303 6697112 768 25 -67 221.00 TNR 
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Figure 20: Plan View of Exploration Drilling on Shotgun Ridge. 
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Table 4: Significant Drill Intercepts at Shotgun Ridge. 

HoleID From To Interval Au (ppm) 
SR84-01 1.98 34.29 32.31 1.19 
SR84-02 2.29 61.48 59.19 1.07 
SR84-03 1.68 31.58 29.90 2.45 
SR84-04 14.33 27.31 12.98 0.79 
SR88-05 9.10 74.10 65.00 1.24 
SR88-06 0.00 13.30 13.30 1.15 

SR98-07 0.00 80.00 80.00 2.00 
SR98-07 133.50 151.45 17.95 0.84 
SR98-08 0.00 48.77 48.77 2.57 
SR98-09 0.00 106.00 106.00 1.46 
SR98-09 112.00 132.00 20.00 1.02 
SR98-10 0.00 80.50 80.50 1.16 
SR98-12 0.00 70.00 70.00 1.24 
SR98-12 100.00 115.50 15.50 0.54 
SR98-12 128.50 190.00 61.50 0.90 
SR98-13 8.00 31.00 23.00 1.23 
SR98-13 52.00 126.00 74.00 1.28 

SR98-13 134.00 157.50 23.50 2.42 
SR98-14 76.30 124.50 48.20 1.10 
SR98-15 7.00 23.00 16.00 0.76 
SR98-15 66.00 86.50 20.50 1.13 
SR98-15 93.00 124.00 31.00 0.80 
SR98-18 26.00 122.83 96.83 1.45 
SR98-19 0.00 107.00 107.00 1.66 

SR98-20 0.00 29.50 29.50 0.88 
SR98-23 112.00 149.96 37.96 1.19 
SR98-25 79.00 102.00 23.00 0.69 
SR98-25 125.00 152.00 27.00 0.71 

SR98-25 158.00 186.00 28.00 0.58 
SR06-41 241.71 267.01 25.30 0.55 
SR06-43 7.32 34.75 27.43 1.18 
SR06-43 71.78 128.02 56.24 1.65 
SR06-43 134.11 260.60 126.49 1.23 
SR06-43 266.70 287.73 21.03 0.99 
SR12-56 13.35 27.00 13.65 0.68 
SR12-56 52.50 104.35 51.85 1.01 
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SR12-56 135.00 293.22 158.22 1.52 
SR12-57 91.00 152.00 61.00 1.19 
SR12-57 171.40 300.00 128.60 1.04 
SR12-58 102.75 126.00 23.25 1.72 
SR12-58 132.00 152.55 20.55 0.58 

 

 

 

10.4 Discussion of drill results 

Mineralization at Shotgun Ridge is largely contained to within the quartz feldspar biotite 

porphyry, but within the porphyry mineralization grades are elevated in zones of strong silica 

flooding and brecciation. 2012 drill results provide additional constraints on the geometry of 

the breccia zones and the likely sheared/faulted contact of the porphyry with the hornfels on 

the southwest edge of the deposit. These show an orientation that dips steeply (75º) to the 

southwest. Recognizing this orientation confirms that all the 2012 drill intercepts are normal 

to the breccia preferred orientation and so give approximately true thicknesses. In addition it 

is important to emphasis that mineralization at Shotgun Ridge is characterized by long 

intervals of uniform assays and the deposit is not characterized by high grade intervals that 

are composited into wider intervals. 

 

Figure 21: Section 250 Shotgun Ridge looking NW. 
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(Caption continued) This section view is similar in orientation to Figure 15 and shows in 

addition to the geology, the corresponding slice through the resource model color coded to 

match the drillhole assay results. The breccia outline is the projection from the solid model 

onto the plane of section. Note the good agreement of the resource model with reported assay 

results, the sharp break in assay values between hornfels and brecciated intrusive and the 

long continuity of assay results down the hole. 
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11 Sample Preparation, Analyses and Security 

11.1 Sample Preparation and Security Measures 

Following core photography, core was sampled on marked intervals. Care was taken to 

ensure that the two halves of the core sample were of equal size as much as possible, with 

the foliation or shearing (if it exists) cut in an orientation that creates two halves that are 

“mirror images” of one another. One half of the sampled interval was retained in the core 

box for later reference, and the other half was placed in a polyethylene sample bag. The 

sample bags were pre-labeled with the sample number on both sides with permanent marker. 

The second of three sample tag parts was placed at the bottom of the bag before core is 

added, with the tag facing out so the sample number could be read. When the sample was 

completed, then bag was sealed with a security strap. QA/QC samples were placed in the 

bags assigned to the sample tag. A double check of the QA/QC sample numbers and types 

corresponding to what has been recorded in the log was completed prior to shipping. In 2012 

a gas powered rock saw was used to cut the core. Collections pans and surfaces, and the 

splitter jaws were then brushed clean before the next sample was split. 

In 2012, the entire hole was sampled top to bottom to allow interpretation of gold 

mineralization. 

All historical core remains at the Shotgun camp (Figure 5). At the end of each drill program 

all core was stacked on pallets, covered with heavy duty tarps, and labelled. A core storage 

inventory map was prepared following the completion of the 2012 drilling program.  

All of TNR’s exploration work at the Shotgun Gold Project has been carried out under their 

direct control and supervision. The project is very remote which simplifies measures 

necessary to prevent unauthorized access to samples prior to being sealed in a sample bag. 

Samples were shipped in a manner under which tampering would be evident. 

The security measures for the 2012 exploration program are as follows. Once a sample was 

collected it was placed in a polyurethane bag labeled with its sample number and 

corresponding sample tag and zip-tied tightly, and then checked off an inventory list. At the 

end of each day of sampling and intermittently throughout the day, the polyurethane bags 

were collected and places in rice bags, as this was conducted samples were doubled checked 

against the lab submittal form. A record of the samples contained in each rice bag was kept 

for each shipment. The rice bags, in preparation for transport, were labeled with TNR’s 

address, the address of the sample preparation laboratory, the sample numbers it contained. 

These rice bags typically contained 5 to 10 samples and were zip-tied tightly shut. After an 

entire drill hole had been sampled and bagged appropriated, the bags were collected into a 

shipment and placed inside a helicopter. The sample contents of each shipment were 

recorded. At all times the core samples were kept in a secure location. The sample shipment 

was flown to Ekwok where they were placed directly onto chartered flights to Anchorage, or 

scheduled Northern Alaska Cargo (NAC) to Dillingham to Fairbanks. Once in Anchorage 

the samples were shipped directly to the Inspectorate laboratory located in Fairbanks. The 

lab contacted TNR upon shipment arrival and reported if any apparent tapering of the sample 

bags was observed or samples were missing. No tampering or lost samples were reported. 
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11.2 Sample preparation and assay procedures 

Throughout the 2012 drilling program, a total of 424 core samples were taken. Samples were 

received at the Inspectorate assay lab preparation facilities in Fairbanks, Alaska where all 

samples were logged and weighted upon receipt. Samples next were oven dried for least 24 

hours prior to being crushed >80% to 10 mesh size, riffle split to approximately 250 g and 

pulverized to >85% to 200 mesh (Acme Method Code R200-250).  An ultralow detection 

limit 53-trace element, aqua regia digestion with ICP-MS detection (Acme Method Code 

1F04) and a 30 g pulp lead cupellation fire assay with atomic absorption detection for gold 

(Acme Method Code G601) was conducted. For the one sample that over-assayed the atomic 

absorption Au >10 ppm detection limit, a gravimetric finish (Acme Method Code G5Gr) was 

used. 

There is no known relationship between the assay labs and the issuer. 

During the period of time covered in this report, the Inspectorate assay lab was purchased by 

Acme Labs. Both labs are ISO 9001 certified assay laboratories. 

 

11.3 QA/QC Procedures 

TNR employed a QA/QC program that consisted of inserting blanks, standard reference 

materials (SRMs) into the sample stream at the rate of one in 20 drill core samples. 

11.3.1 Standards and Blanks 

Blanks were inserted within the sample stream every 20 samples or immediately after a 

mineralized zone. The purpose of the blank samples was to monitor lab contamination and 

miss-sequencing during sample preparation and analysis. The blanks were samples of 

approximately 750 g of commercial granite. In 2012, the assay values for the blanks (n=23) 

ranged from <0.005-0.039 ppm gold with an average of 0.009 ppm gold (Figure 22).  
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Figure 22: Analytical Assay Results of 2012 TNR inserted Blank Samples. 

Standard gold samples were inserted with the sample stream every 20 sample. The purpose 

of the standard samples was to monitor lab ability to accurately assay for gold, test for 

contamination and miss-sequencing during sample preparation and analysis. Standards were 

purchased from WCM Minerals in Vancouver, Canada. Two standards (PM 460 and PM 463 

were purchased and were supplied in 75g labelled packets. In 2012, 23 standards were 

included in the drill core sampling program. For PM 460 (0.65 ppm gold) 11 samples were 

assayed and ranged from 0.626-0.687 ppm gold with an average of 0.658 ppm gold (Figure 

23). 

 

 

Figure 23: Analytical Assay Results of 2012 TNR inserted PM 460 Standard Samples. 
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For PM 463 (1.85 ppm gold) 12 samples were assayed and ranged from 1.577-1.949 ppm 

gold with an average of 1.78 ppm gold (Figure 24). 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Analytical Assay Results of 2012 TNR inserted PM 463 Standard Samples. 

11.3.2 Duplicate Assay Program 

TNR conducted a check assay program using ALS Chemex as an independent laboratory to 

the primary Acme assay lab. Check assays were selected on a hole-by-hole basis at a rate of 

approximately 5% resulting in 28 pulp samples being re-assayed. A conventional cross-plot 

between assay labs shows good agreement as would be expected from the internal standards 

data (Figure 25), however there is a suggestion that the one higher assay value greater than 

10 ppm lies outside the range of analytical error.  
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Figure 25: Cross-plot of original assays against check assays for the 2012 season. 

 

In addition a plot of the mean value of the 28 paired assays and their corresponding standard 

deviation (Figure 26) is used to further explore whether the errors in measurements are 

related to gold concentrations. Although it is not recommended that different laboratories are 

used (Sinclair and Blackwell, 2002) as it includes an additional source of error, the results 

are still considered instructive.  The data is plotted as the raw data as green triangles and the 

group mean values for all results except the one paired sample set with Au assay values 

greater than 10 ppm. This one sample lies well off the trendline of the other data. The 

preferred interpretation is that for gold-mineralized samples with values less than 10 ppm 

behaves as a single population, however above this value the range in assay results is larger 

than the analytical errors can explain suggesting a different style of mineralization is present. 

Most likely this mineralization style is more erratic but higher grade. The exact transition 

between the two populations is hard to tell with the existing data lying between 5 and 10 

ppm. Importantly this higher-grade population is very rare – in the entire drill hole assay 

database only 8 samples have values greater than 5 ppm. This topic is discussed tangentially 

in Section 14.4 (Grade Capping) and it was concluded that “…the high values were 

legitimate parts of the population, and that the impact of including these high composite 

values uncut would be negligible to the overall resource estimate.” 
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Figure 26: Thompson-Howarth plot of paired assays from 2012 drilling. 

In addition to TNR’s QA/QC procedures, the first author did resample selected historic drill 

core for verification purposes discussed in Section 12 below.  

 

11.4 Opinion on the Adequacy of Sample Preparation, Security, and Analytical 

Procedures 

The first author’s opinion is the sample preparation, security and analytical procedures are 

correct and adequate for preparing this Report. The sample methods and density are 

appropriate and the samples are of sufficient quality to comprise a representative, unbiased 

database. 

12 Data Verification 

The first author conducted a site visit from August 5
th
 through the 9

th
, 2012, where he 

observed drilling in progress, sampling methodology, independently sampled current and 

historic drill core onsite and initiated a specific gravity measurement program on 

characteristic lithology types.  
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12.1 Authors’ Visit Check Sampling Verification 

During the site visit in August, 2012 the first author collected a suite of check samples from 

historic core stored at the property. The original drill core samples were collected from a 

range of previous drilling campaigns by different operators and samples were selected to 

show a range in reported Au values. Although the stored core boxes and labels were showing 

signs of deterioration it was possible to identify original sample intervals in all cases. 

Samples were selected to check the reported ranges of gold values and to cover multiple 

prior field seasons.  

Samples were hand delivered to the ALS Minerals prep lab in Anchorage together with 

blanks and standards (Table 5 and Figure 27). 

Table 5: Comparison of Gold Assay Values between Replicate and Original Samples. 

Sample  

Number DDH From (m) To (m) 

2012 Check Assay  

(Au ppm) 

Original Assay  

(Au ppm) 

8952 98-9 17.00 19.00 1.880 1.750 

8953 98-9 70.00 72.00 1.335 1.210 

8954 98-10 202.00 204.00 0.486 0.585 

8956 98-12 185.00 186.50 1.135 1.820 

8957 98-13 52.00 54.00 1.465 1.170 

8958 98-14 51.50 53.00 1.015 0.480 

8959 98-15 115.00 117.00 0.966 0.800 

8960 98-13 146.00 148.00 9.910 8.640 

8963 98-18 119.50 120.5. 5.330 4.310 

8964 06-43 213.36 214.90 3.740 3.740 

8965 06-43 70.87 71.78 1.160 0.450 

8966 06-43 89.92 91.44 1.565 2.010 

8967 06-43 73.30 74.68 1.460 1.340 

8968 06-43 140.21 141.73 0.691 0.990 

8969 06-41 173.13 174.65 0.548 0.810 

8972 06-41 218.85 220.37 0.495 0.510 
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Figure 27: Graph of Originally Reported Gold Assay Values versus Independently Collected 

Check Assay Values. 

Replicate analyses prepared from repeat pulps of three samples from this year’s assays 

results showed variability of up to 7% and these error bars are used in Figure 27. No 

information is available about earlier assay variability and a value of 15% was assigned to 

those earlier results. The cross plot of check assays shows that there is a good general 

agreement between earlier assay results and later check assays, although the error of 

measurements is not able to explain the variability at the low assay values. The trend of the 

fitted line suggests that compared to this year’s results the historical values tend to under-

report the gold values. This suggestion is further supported by the standards data below, 

which show a slight overestimation of three of the four values reported.  

It is the opinion of the authors that the comparison between original reported assay values 

and the randomly and independently collected suite of check samples indicate satisfactory 

comparison between the two sets. 

12.1.1 Blanks 

For the author’s data verification program, blanks were submitted with the sample stream 

and were prepared using TNR’s on-site supply of commercial granite chips. Blanks were run 

every 10
th
 sample.   

The highest reported blank values measured 20 ppb; the remainder was at or below mdl of 5 

ppb. The high blank value was recorded in the sample prepared immediately following the 

highest gold samples suggesting minor cross sample contamination in the author’s 

verification sample set. 
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12.1.2  Standards 

Four commercial lab standards were submitted to the assay lab to be run in sequence with the 

blanks and unknowns as part of the data verification program. These commercial standards 

were purchased by TNR and were used by them for their QA/QC program during 2012. The 

reported gold values in parts per billion of: Standard PM 463 = 1.85 ± 0.14, and Standard 

PM460 = 0.65 ± 0.08. 

The results of the analyses are present below in Figure 28 as a graph plotting listed reported 

standard values against the assay lab results. 

 

 

Figure 28: Gold Standards PM 463 and PM 460 values during data verification program. 

 Error bars are assigned at 5%. Black horizontal lines represent the given standard value for 

each standard. 

The data shows acceptable reproducibility between the standards and the reported assay lab 

results, and it is the opinion of the authors that the standards indicate satisfactory accuracy of 

the assay lab results for the verification sample set. 

12.2 Database Verification 

Digital drill logs, surveys and assays from previous programs were collected by the author 

into an industry standard Access database and error checked for data consistency. Primarily 

this consisted of checking collar names across related datasets, overlapping sample intervals 

and survey irregularities. Concerning the down hole surveys, the only year drill holes with 

multi-shot drill hole surveys was for the three holes completed in 2012. All the previous drill 

holes consisted of single survey at the drill collar. All collar locations were collected by TNR 

or previous operators using hand-held GPS receivers. The digital elevation model for the 

Shotgun Ridge area is based on public USGS 30 m DEM gridded data, and as such is quite 

crude. The DEM was refined by manually editing and smoothing the DEM elevation 

contours to match the topography and stated collar elevations.  
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13 Mineral Processing and Metallurgical Testing 

No mineral processing or metallurgical testing was performed on samples collected during 

the 2012 drill campaign by TNR. Historical and pre-43-101 reporting standards results are 

referenced in an internal company report by St. George and Schneider (1999). Two coarse 

reject samples from DDH 98-07 were submitted by NovaGold to Tunnes in Halifax, Nova 

Scotia for preliminary bottle roll and agglomerate tests. Bottle roll test on both samples 

yielded 93% recovery rates from samples reduced to -0.15 mm size. Agglomeration tests on 

one of the coarse reject samples returned 93% recovery rates on -1 mm agglomerate 

material.  

14 Mineral Resource 

The resource estimates presented below represents the first NI 43-101 compliant Inferred 

Resource estimate for the Shotgun Ridge prospect (“Shotgun”) on TNR Gold Corp’s 

Shotgun Gold Project in Alaska. The resource estimates were commissioned by TNR Gold 

Corp. (“TNR”) and completed by GeoVector Management Inc. (“GeoVetor”) on the 

Property in 2013, the results of which were reported in a news release issued on April 22
nd

, 

2013 (filed on SEDAR). TNR reported an Inferred Resource of 20,734,313 tonnes at 1.06 

grams per tonne ("g/t") for a total of 705,960 ounces gold ("Au") using a 0.5 g/t Au cut-off 

grade. To complete the Inferred resource GeoVector assessed the raw drill core database that 

was available from drill programs completed between 1984 and 2012. 

 

The main target of exploration on the Shotgun Project is an intrusion related gold system in 

the western extent of the Tintina gold province, Alaska. The Shotgun Ridge prospect gold 

mineralization is associated with intrusions of various compositions (incl. granite porphyry), 

which intruded the Cretaceous sedimentary rocks of the Kuskokwim Group. Mineralization 

in the area was emplaced within a compressional environment evidenced by northeast 

oriented right lateral strike slip faulting and open folding with northwest oriented axes.  In 

the Shotgun Ridge prospect, northwest oriented dilatational jogs or relay zones host 

mineralized quartz breccias. 

 

The Inferred mineral resource was estimated by Allan Armitage, Ph.D., P. Geol., of 

GeoVector. Dr. Armitage is an independent Qualified Person as defined by NI 43-101. The 

reporting of the resource complies with all disclosure requirements for mineral resources set 

out in the National Instrument (NI) 43-101 Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects. The 

classification of the Shotgun mineral resource is consistent with CIM Definition Standards 

for Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves (2010). There are no mineral reserves estimated 

for the Property at this time. 

 

Inverse distances squared interpolation restricted to mineralized domains was used to 

estimate gold into the resource block model. Inferred mineral resources are reported in 

summary tables in Section 14.9 below. 
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14.1 Drill File Preparation 

 
The Shotgun Zone mineral resource estimate is based on 34 diamond drill holes (NQ) 

totalling 4,932.3 metres, with 2,481 assays (0.2 up to 10 metres in length). Holes were drilled 

by several operators in five drill campaigns conducted between 1984 and 2012 (Table 6, 

Figure 29). The 34 drill holes are spaced primarily 40 to 100 metres apart in an area of 

approximately 375 x 300 metres. The drill holes tested mineralization to a vertical depth up 

to 150 metres. In order to complete the resource estimates, GeoVector was provided with a 

drill hole database which included collar locations, down hole survey data, assay data, 

lithology data and specific gravity data. A preliminary 3D DXF geological model and 3D 

DXF topographic surface was provided to GeoVector to help guide the resource modelling. 

Finally a topographic surface was provided from which a 3D DXF topographic surface was 

created. 

 

The database was checked for errors. The assay database was checked for sample overlaps 

and gapping in intervals. The database was checked for typographical errors in assay values 

and supporting information on source of assay values was completed. Generally the database 

was in good shape and was accepted by GeoVector as is. 

 

Verifications were also carried out on drill hole locations and topography information. A 

number of drill hole elevation values were adjusted based on the topographic surface. 

 

A summary of a statistical analysis of assays from Shotgun is presented in Table 7. The 

statistical analysis of the assay data was completed in Gemcom GEMS 6.4.1 software. 

Table 6: Summary of the drill hole data used in the resource modeling. 

Shotgun Ridge Prospect 

Number of diamond drill holes 34 

Total meters of drilling 4,932 

Total number of assay samples 2,481 

Table 7: Summary of all drill hole assay data from the drill database. 

Shotgun Ridge Prospect 

Variable Au (g/t) 

Number of samples 2,481 

Average Sample Length (m) 1.93 
Total Length of Assay Samples 

(m) 
4,778 

Minimum value 0.00 

Maximum value 11.9 

Mean 0.74 

Median 0.45 

Variance 0.77 

Standard Deviation 0.88 
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Coefficient of variation 1.18 
99 Percentile 3.78 

 

Figure 29: Isometric view looking northwest showing the drill hole distribution, with topography for the 

Shotgun Ridge Prospect. Drill holes are shown with histograms for Au on the drill hole 

trace. 

 

14.2 Resource Modelling and Wireframing 

For the 2013 Shotgun resource estimate, a grade control model was built which involved 

visually interpreting the mineralized zone from 50 metre spaced cross sections using 

histograms of gold values. Polygons of mineral intersections were made on each cross 

section and these were wireframed together to create a contiguous resource model in 

Gemcom GEMS 6.4.1 software. The model was constructed based on the distribution of the 

gold mineralization in the 0.3 to 0.5 g/t Au range. The Shotgun resource model was clipped 

to topography. 

 

The modeling exercise provided broad controls of the dominant mineralizing direction. The 

Shotgun resource model (Figures 30 and 31) extends for approximately 360 metres trending 

55°, and from surface to a depth of up to 240 metres.  
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Figure 30: Isometric view looking northwest showing the Shotgun Ridge resource model, surface 

topography and drill hole locations. 
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Figure 31 Isometric view looking southeast showing the Shotgun Ridge resource model, surface 

topography and drill hole locations. 

 

14.3 Composites 

The assay sample database available for the Shotgun resource totalled 2,481 samples 

representing 4,778 metres of core (Table 7). The average width of drill core samples is 1.93 

metres, within a range of 0.20 metres up to 11.5 metres. Of the total assay population 81% 

were between 1.5 and 2.0 metres, and only 7% of the assay samples were greater than 2 

metres. As a result, 2.0 metre composites were used for the resource. 

 

Composites for drill holes were generated starting from the collar of each hole and totalled 

2,484. Composites created in un-sampled areas (gaps in the assay sample database) were 

assigned a gold grade value of 0.001. For the resource, a composite population was 

generated for the mineralized domain and totalled 1,240 (Table 8) from 26 drill holes which 

intersect the resource model. These composite values were used to interpolate grade into the 

resource model.  
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Table 8: Summary of the drill hole composite data from within the Shotgun resource model. 

Shotgun Ridge Prospect 

Variable Au (g/t) 
Number of samples 1,240 
Minimum value 0.00 
Maximum value 8.64 
Mean 1.12 
Median 0.86 
Variance 0.72 
Standard Deviation 0.85 
Coefficient of variation 0.76 
99 Percentile 3.91 

14.4 Grade Capping 

For the Shotgun resource estimates, the composites were domained into mineralization and 

waste based on whether they intersected the resource Shotgun resource model. These values 

were used to interpolate grade into their respective resource blocks. 

 

Based on a statistical analysis of the composite database from each resource model, it was 

decided that no capping was required on the composite populations to limit high values. 

Descriptive statistics of the composited values for Au and Ag are shown in Table 8. 

Histograms of the data indicate a log normal distribution of the metals with very few outliers 

within the database. Analyses of the spatial location of these samples and the sample values 

proximal to them led GeoVector to believe that the high values were legitimate parts of the 

population, and that the impact of including these high composite values uncut would be 

negligible to the overall resource estimate. 

14.5 Specific Gravity 

There was limited specific gravity (SG) data available from the Shotgun drill database. SG 

analyses have been completed on 33 samples from 21 drill holes. Of the 33 samples, 18 are 

from the Shotgun mineralized zone. The SG values of the 18 samples ranged from 2.53t/m
3
 

to 2.71t/m
3
 and averaged 2.60 t/m

3
. The average gold grade of the 18 samples is 1.28 g/t Au. 

A value of 2.60 t/m
3
 was accepted by GeoVector as a reasonable SG value to use for the 

current resource estimate. The SG database is limited and may not to be representative of the 

resource. It is strongly recommended that TNR begin collecting SG data during the next 

round of drilling. 

14.6 Block Model 

A block model was created for the Shotgun (Figure 34) mineralized zone within NAD 83 

Zone 4 space. Block model dimensions are listed in Table 9. Block model size was designed 

to reflect the spatial distribution of the raw data – i.e. the drill hole spacing within the 

mineralized zone. It was decided to create resource blocks that were 5 x 5 x 5 metre in size in 

the X, Y and Z directions respectively. At this scale of the deposit this still provides a 

reasonable block size for discerning grade distribution, while still being large enough not to 
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mislead when looking at higher cut-off grade distribution within the model. The model was 

intersected with surface topography to exclude blocks, or portions of blocks, that extend 

above the bedrock surface. 

Table 9: Shotgun resource block model geometry. 

Model Name 
Shotgun Ridge prospect 

X Y Z 

Origin (NAD83, Zone4) 548000 6697000 800 

Extent 130 120 60 

Block Size 5 5 5 

Rotation 0° 

 
 
Figure 32: Isometric view looking northwest shows the Shotgun drill holes, resource block model and 

search ellipse. 
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14.7 Grade Interpolation 

The primary aim of the interpolation was to fill all the blocks within the resource model with 

grade. Grades for Au were interpolated into the Shotgun resource blocks by the inverse 

distance squared (ID2) method using a minimum of 2 and maximum of 12 composites to 

generate block grades in the Inferred category. The Author notes that, for models well-

constrained by wireframes and well-sampled, ID2 should yield a very similar result to other 

interpolation methods such as Ordinary Kriging (OK). 

The size of the search ellipse, in the X, Y, and Z direction, used to interpolate grade into the 

resource blocks is based on 3D semi-variography analysis of mineralized points within the 

resource model. The resulting search ellipse for the resource estimation roughly reflects 

observed geological and mineralogical trends of the resource models (Figure 32). The long 

axis of the search ellipse is oriented to reflect the observed preferential long axis (geological 

trend) of the resource model. The short Z direction reflects the roughly 1/2 distance of the 

model in this direction relative to the longer axis. The dip axis Y of the search ellipse reflects 

the observed trend of the mineralization down dip. 

For the Shogun resource the size of the search ellipse was set at 110 x 60 x 110 in the X, Y, 

Z direction. The Principal azimuth is oriented at 235º, the Principal dip is oriented at 25° and 

the intermediate azimuth is oriented at 325°. 

14.8 Model Validation 

The total volume of the blocks in each resource model, at a 0 cut-off grade value compared 

to the volume of each wireframe model was essentially identical. The size of the search 

ellipse and the number of samples used to interpolate grade achieved the desired effect of 

filling the resource models and very few blocks had zero grade interpolated into them. 

 

Because ID2 interpolation was used the drill hole intersection grades would be expected to 

show good correlation with the modelled block grades. Visual checks of block grades of gold 

against the composite data used to interpolate grade (Table 8) was conducted in plan view 

(Figure 33), in 3D (Figure 34 A and B) and on vertical sections (Figure 35 A to D). The 

resource model showed excellent correlation between block grades and drill intersections. A 

statistical comparison of block grades with composite grades was also conducted. The 

Shotgun resource model is considered valid. 
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Figure 33: Plan view shows the Shotgun Au resource blocks. 
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Figure 34: Isometric view looking northwest (A) and southwest (B) and plan view (C) shows the Shotgun 

Au resource blocks. 

(A) 
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Figure 35: Vertical sections A-D looking southwest (oriented 325°) and stepping northeast to southwest 

shows the Shotgun Au resource blocks, resource model and drill holes. A gold histogram is presented on 

the drill hole trace using the same colour profile as the blocks. 

(A) 
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(B) 
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(D) 

 

 

14.9 Resource Classification 

The Mineral Resource estimate is classified in accordance with the CIM Definition 

Standards for Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves (2010). Based on the current drill 

sample database, it is considered that there is sufficient drill density and confidence in the 

distribution of gold within the resource models to classify the Shotgun mineralization as 

Inferred. Therefore, all material in the Resource estimates is classified as Inferred. 

14.10 Resource Reporting 

Inferred Mineral Resource: 

 

An ‘Inferred Mineral Resource’ is that part of a Mineral Resource for which quantity and 

grade or quality can be estimated on the basis of geological evidence and limited sampling 

and reasonably assumed, but not verified, geological and grade continuity. The estimate is 

based on limited information and sampling gathered through appropriate techniques from 

locations such as outcrops, trenches, pits, workings and drill holes. 

 

Due to the uncertainty that may be attached to Inferred Mineral Resources, it cannot be 

assumed that all or any part of an Inferred Mineral Resource will be upgraded to an Indicated 

or Measured Mineral Resource as a result of continued exploration. Confidence in the 

estimate is insufficient to allow the meaningful application of technical and economic 

parameters or to enable an evaluation of economic viability worthy of public disclosure. 

Inferred Mineral Resources must be excluded from estimates forming the basis of feasibility 

or other economic studies. 
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GeoVector has estimated a range of Inferred resources at various gold (Au) cut-off grades for 

the Shotgun Ridge prospect (Table 10). Using a 0.5 Au g/t cut-off grade, the Shotgun Ridge 

prospect is estimated to contain an Inferred Mineral Resource of 20,734,313 tonnes at 1.06 

g/t for a total of 705,960 ounces Au. A cut-off grade of 0.50 g/t Au is considered a 

reasonable economic cut-off grade for the Shotgun zone to maximize the grade of the 

resource while maintaining a coherent model of the resource. 

14.11 Disclosure 

GeoVector does not know of any environmental, permitting, legal, title, taxation, socio-

economic, marketing or political issue that could materially affect the Mineral Resource 

Estimate. In addition GeoVector does not know of any mining, metallurgical, infrastructural 

or other relevant factors that could materially affect the Mineral Resource estimate. 

 

Table 10: A range of Inferred Resource Estimates for the Shotgun Ridge prospect. The resource for the 

Shotgun Ridge prospect is reported at a gold cut-off grade of 0.5 g/t (red) 

Cut-off Grade 

(Au) 
Tonnes 

Gold 

Grade Ozs 

0.1 g/t 24,545,917 0.96 759,769 

0.2 g/t 24,545,917 0.96 759,769 

0.3 g/t 24,509,842 0.96 759,442 

0.5 g/t 20,734,313 1.06 705,960 

0.7 g/t 14,779,225 1.24 590,600 

1.0 g/t 9,101,458 1.49 437,365 

1.5 g/t 3,722,669 1.90 227,703 

2.0 g/t 874,455 2.52 70,848 

3.0 g/t 63,168 3.16 6,409 
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15 Adjacent Properties 

There are currently no properties or prospects adjacent to the Shotgun and Winchester 

prospects. 

 

16 Other Relevant Data and Information 

The Shotgun project is located approximately 170 km from the proposed Pebble mine area 

and 6 km within the Nushagak watershed boundary. The United States Environmental 

Protection Agency ("EPA") is conducting a study of the watersheds feeding Bristol Bay, in 

particular the Kvichak and Nushagak watersheds collectively referred to as the Bristol Bay 

watershed. The study is in response to stakeholders and local communities concerned about 

the environmental impact of the proposed Pebble mining operation; the world's largest 

(known) undeveloped copper deposit, located in the Kvichak watershed.  

In a news release dated May 18, 2012, the EPA stated, "the agency has made no judgements 

about the use of its regulatory authority under the Clean Water Act and the draft study in no 

way prejudges future consideration of mining activities." The study, as indicated in the 

EPA's news release, "could help inform future decisions on any large-scale mining in Bristol 

Bay by both federal and non-federal decision-makers." 

The topic is highly contentious with both state and federal legislators critical of the process 

imposed on the State by the EPA, claiming that the current permitting process in Alaska is 

sufficient to assess the impacts of mining projects and that each proposed development 

should be continued to be reviewed on a case by case basis. The EPA announced on 

February 5, 2013 that it is making arrangements for a peer review of revisions made to the 

assessment following the first peer review where both state and industry officials highly 

criticized the study's use of a hypothetical mining scenario based on outdated mining 

practises that are no longer permitted in Alaska and most of the developed world. On April 

26, 2013 the EPA released the Revised Draft Assessment asking for additional public 

comment till May 31 after which it will undergo peer review by scientists, with the EPA 

planning to release a final assessment later this year (2013).  

17 Interpretation and Conclusions 

Since 2008, the date of the last NI 43-101 report on the project (Harrop, 2008), TNR Gold 

Corp. has acquired 100% ownership of the Shotgun Gold Project from joint venture partners, 

NovaGold. In 2013 additional claims were added to the land position bringing TNR’s 

position in the area to 108 claims cover an area of 6,993 hectares (17,280 acres). 

The main target of exploration on the Shotgun Project remains an intrusion related gold 

system in the southwestern extent of the Tintina gold province, Alaska. The Shotgun Ridge 

prospect gold mineralization is associated with latest Cretaceous-aged hypabbysal intrusive 
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rocks emplaced into Kuskokwim Group sediments. Magmatism is interpreted as forming 

within a compressional environment evidenced by northeast oriented right lateral strike slip 

faulting and open folding with northwest oriented axes.  At Shotgun Ridge, gold deposition 

results from magmatic-derived fluids brecciating, altering and mineralizing within tension-

gash zones within the host quartz feldspar biotite porphyry. At Winchester hypabbysal latite 

dikes are associated with gold mineralization. The regional geology, the age of magmatic 

activity, the style of mineralization indicates similarities between Shotgun and other gold-

rich mineral systems in the Tintina gold province, notably the giant Donlin deposit. 

In 2011 and 2012 TNR Gold Corp. collected 3D IP resistivity and chargeability geophysical 

surveys over portions of the Shotgun Ridge and Winchester claim blocks. In July 2012, a 

drill rig and support crew was mobilized to the project and three drill holes totaling 814.20 m 

of NQ2 drill core meters were completed at Shotgun Ridge. The results of the geophysical 

surveys with drill results to date suggest TNR possess a viable exploration model for 

effective evaluation of their land position. Geophysics appears to identify structures that host 

mineralization through a unique anomaly pattern over areas of known mineralization, 

consisting of magnetic low lineaments coinciding with high resistivities and lower 

chargeability values in a background of elevated chargeabilities. 

TNR Gold Corp. commissioned Geovector Management to complete a resource estimate for 

the Shotgun Ridge prospect utilizing all existing drill data up to the end of 2012.  This 

resource estimate presented in this report represents the first NI 43-101 compliant Inferred 

Resource for TNR Gold Corp’s Shotgun Gold Project in Alaska, and total 20,734,313 tonnes 

at 1.06 grams per tonne ("g/t") for a total of 705,960 ounces gold ("Au") using a 0.5 g/t Au 

cut-off grade. Mineralization as defined by the wireframe mineralized shell extends for 

approximately 360 metres trending 55°, and from surface to a depth of up to 240 metres. 

Mineralization remains open at depth. 

A review of the resource model via visual checks of block grades of gold against the 

composite data used to interpolate grade showed excellent correlation between block grades 

and drill intersections. The Shotgun resource model is considered valid. 

The conservative approach used to define the first resource model together with the number 

of untested geophysical targets in close proximity to the Shotgun Ridge mineralized area and 

the development of a coherent structural geology – mineralization model suggest there is an 

excellent prospect for addition resources to be added with further drilling.  

While the property offers excellent geological prospects, short-term uncertainties remain in 

permitting mining projects in this specific portion of Alaska due to intense focus on the 

Pebble project. While logic suggests the two issues are unrelated, politics potentially could 

prove otherwise. Additionally the remoteness of the study area will provide challenges to 

modelling economic outcomes. Nevertheless the first author concludes the Shotgun Gold 

Project remains a highly promising advanced-stage exploration project. 

18 Recommendations 

Exploration efforts at the Shotgun project should be focused on resource expansion and the 

testing of targets defined by existing geophysical surveys. Geophysics has proven to be an 

effective tool in identifying structures that host mineralization and appear to produce a 

unique anomaly pattern, for the target mineralization, consisting of magnetic low lineaments 
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coinciding with high resistivities and lower chargeability values in a background of elevated 

chargeabilities. Drill testing should focus on these target areas as indicated in  

Figure 16  while exploration should continue to define additional targets peripheral to the 

Shotgun Ridge prospect. 

Geophysical surveys, geochemical sampling and geological studies should be continued and 

expanded over the entire claim area. 

Community engagement and baseline environmental studies should be undertaken and 

maintained throughout the exploration stages. 

Drilling should be carried out in two phases whereby the first phase will involve a single rig. 

The decision to add a second rig should follow expansion of the camp facilities, including 

the addition of a suitable runway, and successful drill results from the untested targets. 

18.1 Infrastructure development 

The remote locality of the project area poses difficulties and increases the unit cost for 

drilling when conducting small programs with one drill. To compound matters, the relatively 

short drilling season at Shotgun limits the number of meters that can be drilled in any given 

year. In order to increase the efficiency of the drilling it will be necessary to upgrade the 

existing infrastructure and camp facilities from its current state; where it can only support 

one drill rig, crew, technical staff and associated support workers, to a facility that will 

support two drill rigs. Other infrastructure upgrades that will improve the logistics include 

the expansion of the airstrip (to accommodate larger aircraft and minimize shuttling 

materials by helicopter) and the construction of an access road or trail from the camp to 

Shotgun Ridge. 

18.2 Regional Exploration 

To facilitate exploration on a more regional scale, airborne geophysics consisting of high-

resolution magnetometer (HRMAG) and electromagnetic (EM) surveys should be conducted 

over the entire claim area. There are no such data sets currently available that cover the 

entire claim area and yet both magnetic and resistivity data have proven to be effective tools 

for the identification of targets that contain mineralization. In addition to geophysical data 

acquisition, a topographic survey for the creation of a digital elevation model (DEM) should 

be conducted. 

Geochemical surveys and geological mapping should be carried out in detail over the entire 

claim areas, although it is understood that most of the lowlands consists of Quaternary 

sediments and the ridges and slopes are mainly talus making it difficult to correlate 

geochemical results from one survey medium to another. 

Additional three dimensional induced polarization (3D-IP) surveys should be carried out 

over potential targets interpreted from the newly collected data. 

18.3 Drilling 

Drilling should be carried out in two phases with Phase One using only one drill and 

coinciding with the upgrade of the camp facilities. Phase One drilling should both continue 

to fill in gaps in the current mineral resource area by testing the extent of down dip and 

lateral continuations of mineralization and should also test adjacent geophysical targets in the 

Shotgun Ridge area. 
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Once the airstrip is upgraded and the camp expanded (possibly by the end of the first season, 

but most likely by the start of the following season) a second drill rig can assist in testing 

geophysical targets and infill drilling on existing resource areas (to upgrade the resource 

category). Efficiency should generate new targets that may arise from the newly collected 

data. 

The budget will also include provisions for preliminary metallurgical testing, baseline 

environmental studies and community engagement that should be ongoing throughout the 

exploration process. 

18.4 Budget 

The budget is prepared in two phases that would span two exploration seasons running from 

the beginning of June to the end of September (120 days) each. The goal is to delineate as 

much mineral resource as possible that might provide sufficient detail to warrant preliminary 

economic studies prior to continuing successive exploration programs. Costing data is 

estimated from previous years’ activities on the project with support costs, camp and 

helicopters included within the line items. 

The decision to advance from Phase 1 to Phase 2 should involve a review of the results of 

exploration on identified geophysical targets in the Shotgun Ridge area.  

 

Table 11: Budget for Phase 1 and 2 exploration programs at Shotgun. 

 

Phase 1   

Infrastructure development  $625,000 

Airstrip upgrading $275,000  

Camp expansion $125,000  

Trail construction $150,000  

Fuel storage system $75,000  

Regional Exploration   

Geophysics  $850,000 

Airborne magnetics $300,000  

Airborne electromagnetics $400,000  

DEM $150,000  

Geology  $550,000 

Mapping $200,000  

Geochemical surveys $350,000  

Drilling  $2,000,000 
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Drill rig #1: 2000m $2,000,000  

   

Environmental studies, 

Community engagement, 

Metallurgy 

 $150,000   $150,000  

   

Total Phase 1  $4,175,000 

   

   

Phase 2   

Geology  $475,000 

Mapping/Sampling $200,000  

Geochemical surveys $150,000  

Geotech/logging $125,000  

Geophysics   

IP/Resistivity surveys $300,000 $300,000 

Drilling  $5,000,000 

Drill rig #1: 3000m $2,500,000  

Drill rig #2: 3000m $2,500,000  

   

Environmental studies, 

Community engagement, 

Metallurgy 

$200,000 $200,000 

   

Total Phase 2  $5,975,000 

   

Total  $10,150,000 

 

Sisyphus Consulting has reviewed the suggested expenditures in 2013 for the continued 

exploration program. This budget is adequate and appropriate for the work proposed. 
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